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Abbreviation / Glossary
ASWA

Association of Strong Women Alone

BPL

Below Poverty Line

EC

Executive Council

EWRs

Elected Women Representatives

FCRA

Foreign Contribution Regulation Act

FRA

Forest Rights Act

MNREGA

Mahatama Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Act

NGO

Non-government Organization

PDS

Public Distribution System

PESA

Panchayat Extension to Scheduled Area Act

POs

People's Organisations

PRIs

Panchayati Raj Institutions

RTI

Right to Information

SDLC

Sub Divisional Level Committee

TSP

Tribal Sub Plan

VOs

Voluntary Organisations
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P R EF ACE
24 years of Astha's journey as a field based resource organisation is moving forward from the
work at local grass root level through extending support to the People's Organisations for
rights of tribals and women to link with state/ national level networks/ campaigns for policy
influencing through lobbying and advocacy. We are presenting the progress report of work
carried out by Astha Sansthan in 24th year. When this report will in your hands, Astha will be
celebrating 25 years of journey. The Silver Jubilee will be a time for Astha and various
People's Organisations connected to Astha to look closely at the work done since Astha's
inception (in 1986), and decide how to take this work forward in future.
In the year 2010 - 2011, Astha worked mainly to place the issues of tribals, and women, on
the state and national-level agenda. In February 2010, the electoral process for Local Self
Governance Institutions was completed in Rajasthan. More than half of those elected in these
elections are women. Astha has been engaged working with the elected women
representatives enabling them to take up new responsibilities in the Local Self-Government
(PRI), take decisions independently and move forward with the process of development in
their constituencies.
Rajasthan is geographical large state with more than 37% population living in poor conditions.
In the present scenario feudalism and patriarchy still exist in many areas, which marginalise
the tribal, poor and women. Astha believes in working towards structural change that ensure
marginalized groups, tribals and women can live life with dignity, justice and equality. Astha
played an active role in passing of pro-poor Acts and implementation of these Acts as well.
Efforts of the team resulted in promoting collective leadership for shift towards alternate and
sustainable development practices.
But increasing influence of consumerism and neo-liberal thinking in policy makers is big
challenge before the poor and marginalised community, that there is huge cut in government
spending on welfare activities. This poses many challenges to those organisations working
with people for the realization of their rights. Astha continues working in this direction with the
belief that mass organization of poor and marginalized communities is the only strategy that
works for survival.
In this report we are sharing the efforts made by Astha team during the year. The team’s work
has been concentrated in building and implementing strategies for organizing, mobilizing,
lobbying and advocacy collectively with the People's Organisations and mass movements.
Astha has faith in the people and believes that people will own these efforts, so that they can
lead the process of sustainable development.
This report is an effort to share experience of the work that Astha team did with the People's
Organisations and Resource Units.
We present this report with the hope of guidance and feedback from you….
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1.0 ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND
“Astha” is a Hindi word, and means “Faith”. We have Faith in the people, in their abilities,
strengths and knowledge. Astha believes that these capabilities are being suppressed by the
dominant forces, and the result is that people themselves don’t recognize their inherent
capabilities. With this “deep faith” and “conviction” in the strength of the people and their
capacities, Astha was formed in 1986 and was registered as a Society under the Society
Registration Act. Also, it is registered under Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA),
income tax exemption 80G and 12A.
The founder members have 25 to 30 years working experience in the field of adult education,
rural development, organising women’s group, drought management and agriculture
development.
The work areas of Astha has been primarily the State of Rajasthan, but the national issues
and larger forces and policies affect the conditions in Rajasthan, and Astha has expanded it
self to include work on national level and issues.
Astha always made an attempt to ensure the Right to Justice, Peace, Development, no
caste, class, gender based discrimination; we have worked for a society in which the poor
have control on their natural as well as livelihood resources, people co-exist with nature,
equality prevails in the society, and the citizens of India have strong moral values.
Astha feels that the role of NGOs is to strengthen the citizens to become aware of their rights,
their responsibilities and the government’s responsibilities, and together, to make the mass
resources of the government available to the masses. NGOs have a role to organise the poor
and marginalized to claim their rights, which alone no poor can achieve. Awareness about
and use of laws is also a role of NGOs. Of course, there are other legitimate NGOs, in
relation to social development and social change – caste and community customs are often
expensive and/ or cruel, counselling and mediation in problem-solving situations is often
needed, people’s leadership development, and special interventions at times of crises
(drought, flood, disaster etc.).
Mission
Astha’s Mission is to help People to organise, expand their capacities and equip themselves
for the struggle they must wage to overcome the various deprivations under which they live.

Strategic Objectives:
Astha focuses on “bottom up” strategy meant doing a solid piece of fieldwork, and
getting involved with the lives of people.
The fieldwork strategy has evolved to one which helps people to become organised,
and aware to work on the problems they face, through a combined strategy of
struggle and construction action.
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Struggle alone will not bring about a new social order, but without struggle,
fundamental social change is not possible, and constructive action alone will not bring
about a new social order. Alternatives and changes in material and social conditions,
and new relationships are all necessary parts of social change.
Because the problems facing the poor, oppressed, exploited are deep rooted and
complex, Astha also has the strategy of having Resource Units to do the research,
networking, linkages, training that those working at the grassroots need in order to be
effective in the struggle and constructive action they do.

Governance:
Astha continues to be an organisation with a small group of general members. Currently
there are 14 general member (6 are women) including 7 Executive Council (EC) members.
The EC consists of the President, Secretary and other five members. These members are of
different background/ profession – President is an Architect, one member is professor in
Social Work College and rest of the members are having experience in social work. Astha
doesn’t provide fees or remuneration to members of the EC by virtue of them being an EC
member. Members attending meetings from out-of Udaipur get their travel reimbursed, and
their stay, for EC meetings and General Body meetings, is as a guest of Astha. A person who
applies for member and is accepted by ¾ of the members of the General body: shall be
member of the society. The membership of the Society is open to all irrespective of caste,
creed or religion. The EC of Astha appoints Coordinating Director to implement the
programmes and budgets approved by the EC. The Coordinating Director has overall day-today responsibility for Astha. The byelaws of Astha lay down that the EC meeting to be held
two times in a year. Generally EC meeting happens 3-4 times in a year in addition to
schedule meetings. (List of General Body members and Executive Council given in
Appendix-2)

Gender Equality:
In relation to Astha staff, we are trying for 50% staff members to be women, but have not
achieved this. At present, it is 30%. In the work we have taken up, we are careful to have
women’s issues and women’s empowerment very much a part of the work. We have – (a)
training and capacity building for women elected representatives in Panchayati Raj
Institutions is the focus of the Local Self-Governance Resource Unit; (b) gender budget
analysis is a part of the Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre work; (c) tribal women’s land
rights study was an integral part of the Tribal Rights Resource Unit; (d) the Livelihood
Resource Unit works for women’s land rights in the Forest Rights Act; (e) Working on
women’s organizational development of a Tribal Women’s People’s Organisation (PO), the
Rajsamand Women’s Forum, the Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan and the
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights; (f) working to include women in membership and
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leadership of the mixed tribal organizations (3 POs). Composition of board and staff is given
in table below:

Men

Women

Board Members

4

3

Programme staff/ Project

25

15

Administrative staff

21

02

Social Accountability Practices:
Astha sets “Milestones”, fixes “Indicators”, uses the LFA with the People’s Organizations
when this is helpful, and once roughly every 5-6 years, has a major external Evaluation.
Annual Reports are written (and other reports if donors require) and annual audits of all
accounts are done. Donor representatives, journalists, organizational visits and exchanges
are always welcome. Astha makes written proposals of planned work, and then tries to follow
the planned work outlined. Sometimes external factors (like drought) affect those plans.
•
•
•
•
•

Planning for 3 years’ activities with the leaders of the POs and Resource Units,
including budgeting
Monthly meetings of leaders and staff in most teams
Quarterly meetings of senior staff of various Units and Organizations supported by
Astha
Website
Internal audit of Astha’s Accounts

Astha prepares annual report of programme and audited financial statements. These are
being shared with donors, government departments, and public in general, and the
documents are also available in the public domain (www.astha.org).
Astha facilitates the community in formation of people’s organisation, these People’s
organisation do social monitoring in their respective area. They monitor the follow-up to
rights; e.g. right to food, education, health, forestland etc.
The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC) unit is trying to create awareness by doing
“budget analysis” and “budget advocacy” at state level, and providing requested information
to civil society groups. Newsletters are produced from various Resource Units and POs.

Contextual analysis / data info:
The indigenous people of India are referred to as “tribals” (adivasis). At the time of
Independence, a “list” or “schedule” was made of those indigenous groups that would
henceforth be known as “scheduled tribes”. According to the Government, the term
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Scheduled Tribes includes an estimated population of 84.3 million people, or 8.4% of the total
Indian population, making India the country with the largest indigenous population in the
world.
India has several laws and constitutional provisions that recognized the Scheduled Tribes
rights to land and self-governance. However these laws have numerous loopholes.
Furthermore, in light of the government’s denial of the existence of indigenous people’s
inherent rights, as the “original dwellers” – including the rights laid down in the V Schedule of
the Constitution – the implementation of these laws is far from satisfactory. As a result, India
has a long history of indigenous people’s movement struggles for their rights.
There is a trend of non-implementation of the pro-poor people policies. One example is the
newly enacted Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of
Forest Rights) Act 2006. The dual policy of the government, where on one hand it enacts the
Act and when it comes to actual implementation, it virtually reverses its own legal stand. This
is exactly what is happening with the MNREGA, of which the Social Audit is an essential part.
The government doesn’t extend any support for the smooth processing of Social Audit of
NREGA; it even pulls back its responsibility for taking safety measures for the Audit team in
sensitive areas.
Some social customs and practices such as excessive liquor consumption by men,
polygamy, taking compensation against murder (Motana) are some of the continuing
challenges before the POs, especially the women’s organizations. These customs and social
practices strengthen the roots of patriarchy and suppress the status of women, in general.

Organisation's main geographical area of intervention:
Astha’s work goes out from its base in South Rajasthan, just like the ripples of water when a
stone is dropped in a pond. Astha’s area of operation mainly focuses on tribal, women,
marginalised peoples of South Rajasthan. The work with the Association of Strong Women
Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan - poor widows and separated women) has spread to 30 of
the 33 Districts in Rajasthan. Promoted the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights in
other states (Jharkhand, Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra and others), the work on
the Campaign for Survival and dignity is national. Astha has been a founding member of the
South Asia Alliance for Poverty Eradication, a regional organization working in the countries
of South Asia.
Astha is working mainly with the poor, tribals, the marginalised, including women. Astha
works to help people to form long-term mass-membership organisations, build up leadership
from amongst the poor men and women of the organisation itself. South Rajasthan is the
Bhil tribal belt of the state, and so much work has been done with the tribal people. Women
(tribal and non-tribal) are often the most marginalized, so special work has been done with
women. The “main beneficiaries” are the members of the organizations, movements and
campaigns with which Astha works.
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Such persons have been identified when it is perceived that a large number of such persons
are affected by similar problems. Astha identified the people, those who were living under
economic marginalisation, feudal traditions, gender stereotypes and inequalities,
environmental degradation. Astha helped them to get organised in the form of people’s
organisations.

2.0 HIGHLIGHTS OF ASTHA’S WORK DURING 2010-11:
•

The process of implementation of the Forest Rights Act, 2006 in the entire nation is in
the same condition. People's Organisations have been actively engaged in the
implementation of the Act. While there has been some progress in gaining recognition
for individual rights to forest land, gaining community forest rights still problem. In
Rajasthan, the People's Organisations that Astha works with, because of their active
engagement in the Forest Land People's Movement, till now 30,195 (out 16,024 were
distributed this year) families have received individual land titles in Rajasthan.
According to provisions under the Act, 1100 rejected claim files were undergone for
appeal process, so that these families can access justice. However, more than 300
villages filed claim for community rights but most of these claim files have not been
processed by the Administration. Only 3 villages received community rights in
Bhilwara district of Rajasthan. This is the only example of villages received community
rights in Rajasthan.

•

The Mahatama Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MNREGA)
ensures the provision of 100 days of employment to rural households. Challenges in
the way of successful implementation of this Act are increasing. Responsible
Government agencies do not want to implement the Act as per the rules framed by
the government. Unprecedented rates of inflation have drastically reduced the
purchasing power of poor, making it increasingly difficult for households to meet basic
needs. Astha was involved in 47 days long campaign before the Rajasthan State
Secretariat. The campaign was joint programme of Astha and Rozgar Evam Suchana
Ka Adhikar Abhiyan (State level campaign for Employment and Right to Information).
As a result of this campaign, the State government has raised the minimum wage
under NREGA from Rs. 100 to Rs. 119; this will benefit 65 lakhs of families
throughout Rajasthan. Means 65 lakhs families will get an additional income of Rs. 19
per day for their NREGA work done.

•

Year 2010-11 was important for Astha with regards to implementation of the
Panchayat Extension to Schedule Area (PESA) Act. The PESA Act provides special
provision for function of Gram Sabhas (Village Assemblies). So as to protect and
promote the tribal interests in accordance with the spirit of the Scheduled Areas as
enshrined in the Constitution. The Rural Development Ministry of the Government of
India has begun a process of regional consultations regarding implementation of the
Act. It seems that the implementation of the Act will finally be done now. The
government of India took initiative and organised a national workshop in collaboration
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with Mohan Lal Sukhadia University, Udaipur. Astha has played an important role in
the whole process for supporting the workshop. Also, a one day orientation workshop
was organised by the Administration to develop understanding of the authorities -- in
which the Chief Executive Officer, Chairperson District Council, and other key staff of
Panchayati Raj took part.
•

In Rajasthan, the Tribal Rights Forum (Adivasi Adhikar Manch) formed with the
support from Astha, has taken up with various tribal issues to the state government.
The Forum has organised a state level Public Hearing (on March 16, 2011) in the
state capital Jaipur, with main focus to draw attention of the government on tribal
issues - implementation of PESA, tribal land rights, inclusion of the marginalised
tribals like Sahariyas into V-Schedule area lists, implementation of the Forest Rights
Act, need of quality education in tribal areas, a review of benefits of the tribal
reservation policy in Southern Rajasthan etc.

•

Astha is continuing with the efforts on primary education in tribal areas. Educating 100
tribal girls (every year), who never went to school and mainstreaming them to the
government’s education system, interventions for quality education in 30 government
schools of the tribal areas, conducting literacy programmes for the leaders of POs and
elected women representatives. Capacity building of young educators through
trainings, workshops and creating awareness among the community through
conventions, and children fairs etc. are activities of learning and teaching with the
tribal children. Periodic review and term end examinations conducted jointly by the
team of the People’s Education & Cultural Resource Unit members, PO leaders and
Block Education officers/ staff. The initiative of working out a model for ensuring the
reach of quality education into tribal areas is still in its infancy. We had a lot of mixed
experiences, learning and challenges. About the girl’s education camps: initially these
girls have adjusted in the camps and have gained the confidence to speak in front of
many adults. After completing the 7-month camp, and assessing their competency
level, they join the regular classes of the government schools to continue their
education.

•

The Tribal Development Forum provides a platform “Milan Mela” (Get-together Fair)
for the tribal POs and voluntary organisations of Southern Rajasthan to share
experiences and to raise current issues/ problems/ challenges. More than 5000
people from different organisations take part in this annual event. The Forum took
responsibility to organise the Milan Mela. Government departments display
information about the different important schemes through stalls and exhibition
booths. Theme of this year was on the tribal issues and challenges in
implementing government social security schemes. The District Collector
(Udaipur) addressed the Milan Mela ensuring to extend possible support from the
Administration to the tribal people.
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•

“Revenge” in Tribal Areas: Revenge (Motana1) has been a tradition in the tribal area
for centuries. The tradition was started with objective to provide social security to the
victim, but later, egoistic people wangled into the system, and these days, it has
became a cruel custom. In the tribal area many families suffer from it every year.
People from the victim’s side destroy houses, crops etc. of the suspected /accused,
and loot grain, money etc. The Tribal Rights Resource Unit took initiative to address
the issue of Motana with collaborative efforts -- intensive debates with the tribal
people, discussion on the role of the police in whole process.

•

The Rajasthan state government declared to handover the powers of five
departments to the local government (Village Council). Now, Panchayati Raj
Institutions (PRIs) will take care of health, education, Women and Child Development,
Social Justice and Agriculture services. PRIs will utilise 10% of the total revenue of
the state. This is an important decision to strengthen the PRIs. Astha and a state-wide
network have played an important role in the whole process (of two years) by
advocacy and lobbying to the state government. Elected women representatives
(EWRs) have formed a state-wide association of ward Councillors and Village Council
Chairperson (panch-sarpanch Sangthan) in which 30% of the EWRs are continuing
from the previous election period. They will strengthen the Association with their
experience. A state wide network of 43 voluntary organisations has been built up to
strengthen the PRIs in Rajasthan.

•

The Association of Strong Women Alone (ASWA) and the National Forum for Single
Women’s Rights are continuing to expand the work to other states. The National
Forum organized its General Body meeting in October 2010. The role of the Forum is
to take the national level issues of single women to the central government. Single
women are considered as a separate unit under the NREGA by the government,
Pension amounts has raised etc. The ASWA (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan), Rajasthan
has membership of 35,070.

•

The Central Government has declared to place the Right to Food Bill in the
Parliament during mansoon session to become an Act. Astha in association POs and
Rozi Roti Ka Adhikar Abhiyan (Right to Food Campaign) holing meetings and regular
interactions with the voluntary organisation on draft Right to Food bill and drawn
suggestions to the National Advisory Council (NAC) to include in the Act viz; there
would be provision to make available cheap food grain and ensure nutrition, increase
food production through sustainable agriculture and, protect productive agriculture
lands and natural resources to ensure long term food security. Also, to include
provision of improving system for proper implementation of the Act.

•

The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA):
Circumstances of implementation of the MGNREGA is varying day-by-day in
Rajasthan. Many researchers presented analysis of overall results. Astha visualised

Motana - Action taken in return for an injury or offence
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the Act as an important opportunity for the rural women. In South Rajasthan, 75%
(68% in state and 48% at National level) of the labourers on MNREGA projects are
women. Men seem to be less interested in MNREGA work as higher wage rates in
cities attract them to move towards cities.
•

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre, with many other organizations, continued to
advocating with MLAs to raise the issue of lower allocation to TSP and SC-SP and to
increase availability of fund for the two sub-Plans. We have also been demanding
transparent reporting in relation to the Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) and the Scheduled
Caste Sub-Plan (SC-SP). The Rajasthan State Government in its latest budget has
considerably increased the allocation for these two sub-Plans, though it is still lower
than the proportion of the population of two communities in the state. The government
has also opened the Minor Heads for the two sub-Plans under some new
departments/ Major Heads, including Energy Department, which spends more than
40% of the total Plan allocation of the state government. This will certainly enhance
the transparency of the government budget and it will be easy to monitor the two subPlans in these new departments.

3.0 THE RESOURCE UNITS:
Astha had a long rich experience of establishing People’s Organisations (POs), of guiding
issue based work, of doing Campaign based work, of taking women related Issues, of
working on Local Self-Governance, Tribal Self Rule etc. In 2004, Astha decided to work on
these issues in the entire Rajasthan through Resource Units. These resource units would be
a resource for social development work in Rajasthan, more widely than the POs of Astha and
would share the experience that Astha has gained over almost 18 years of work. Two more
resource units named Tribal Rights Resource Unit and Women’s Rights Resource Unit were
formed in 2009.

3.1 The Livelihood Resource Unit: The Livelihood Resource Unit started functioning in
2004, with focus on issues related to land, forest and water. The Unit members were involved
in Forest Land People's Movement (Jungle Jameen Andolan), which was begun in 1995. The
campaign expanded with linkages to other states and ultimately, in 2006, the central
government passed the "Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers
(Recognition of Forest Rights) Act". The Unit is actively associated with the Forest Land
People's Movement at the regional level and with the Campaign for Survival and Dignity
(CSD) at national level. At present, the Resource Unit is working towards the effective
implementation of the "Forest Rights Act", "MNREGA" and contributing its efforts to include
the needs of poor, marginalised community in the Food Security bill. The Unit is working with
the strategy - to work with the likeminded Voluntary Organisations, POs and Civil Society
actors, as well as Government, on the issues related to Livelihood.
Efforts for implementation of the Forest Rights Act: The Unit did efforts through lobbying
and advocacy at state and national level. Whereas, facilitated the POs to do appeal process
for the rejected claims at local level and leaders of POs received information using Right to
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Information. The State Government issued orders to stop harassment of Police on collection
and carrying (head load) Non-Timber Forest Produce (NTFP), to accept claims from the left
over families, to recheck the rejected claims etc.
Till now, 30,195 families received land rights paper, on an average ½ ha (2-2.5 bigha) land
recorded in the paper. These land rights papers have been issued in the name of both men
and women. More than 1100 tribal families (forest dwellers and other traditional dwellers
whose claim files were rejected) under gone for appeal process. Record of 45 illegally
rejected claim files was chased using Right to Information and presented to the Tribal
Commissioner for further action.
MNREGA: Rajasthan is the leading state in implementation of MNREGA with innovations
among other states in the country.
Astha in association with state
campaign felt need and proposed to
the state government to initiate a
state level dialogue with the
government
representatives
for
disposal of problems in NREGA
implementation
and
to
make
necessary policy level changes.
Every month, the state government
hold dialogue with the participation
Scene of measuring the work of MNREGA

of representatives from civil society, labourers, higher level officers of MNREGA & social
audit department and related ministers. The group decide action plan on the problems and
review it in the next dialogue. Many pro-poor decisions were taken in this dialogue and state
government issued directives for improvement -- accept suggestion to hold such dialogue in
every district, details of work carried out should display through wall writing government
(issued orders to display the information (through wall writing in public place) of work carried
out by the village councils – labour, material including quantity, jobcard wise etc.) before
social audit, etc.
Astha alongwith representatives (members and leaders) from associate POs are taking part
in the dialogue on regular basis in Udaipur and Dungarpur districts. Emphasis was given to
resolve the grass root level problems and to implement the orders issue by the state
government. The District Administration, Udaipur invited unit members to facilitate the
master trainers training programme in which representatives (technical person,
accountant and extension officer) took part from each of the social forum formed at
village assembly level.
Situation analysis of NREGA implementation: 122 worksites of 64 village council area in
four districts (Udaipur, Dungarpur, Banswara and Rajsamand) were surveyed to assess the
implementation situations and analysed report was presented to the state government. The
survey was done on 21 aspects. Preference was given to aspects like; muster roll, job cards,
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medicine at worksites and; less preference was given other things like; crèche, attendance,
measurement chart, mate card etc.
Mazdoor Haq Yatra (Journey for Labour
Rights): In present scenario there are two
burning issues related to rights of labourers
viz; link the minimum wage to inflation,
proper execution of MNREGA. Reason
behind less wage rate is lack of proper
measurement system at workplace and
every group is getting payment according to
average wage rate. This is injustice from
government side that hike in salaries of
Journey for Labour Rights moving in Udaipur city
government employees – there are no
assessment criteria/ measurement of the
work. Whether it was done in time with quality or not? On other hand labourers are still
struggling for getting minimum wages.

Astha in association with state campaign has organised a Mazdoor Haq Yatra (Journey for
Labour Rights) in five divisions of Rajasthan during September 15 – October 01, 2010. The
journey was moved in 136 villages of 32 blocks. During the Journey, situations were
analysed and presented before the public through meetings, street plays, puppet show, song,
posters, pamphlets etc. Thousands of labourers shown their interest through signature
campaign, thumb impression and gave consensus to the campaign. Their contribution was in
the form of providing food and shelter to the team at local level.
Astha in association with the state level Right to Information and Employment Campaign were
engaged in the 47 days long campaign ‘Satyagrah’ before the state Secretariat – demanding to
link the minimum wage with the inflation and after negotiation with the government
representatives, government finally agreed to act upon the demand. There were other issues
related to – poor, marginalised, widow, forest rights, bounded labour, handicapped were also
taken during the campaign. Different category of people – local citizens, media persons, and
Union people supported this campaign.
The Satyagarh was ended with the written agreement between the representatives from the state
government and campaign. According to the agreement state government has raised the
minimum wage under MNREGA from Rs. 100 to Rs. 119; this will benefit 65 lakhs of families
throughout Rajasthan. Means 65 lakhs families will get an additional income of Rs. 19. The
struggle will continue till other demands come into action.

Efforts on food security issue – Efforts were made through active involvement in the
Divisional Level Meeting on proposed right to food bill. 28 representatives participated from
the districts of Udaipur division. The proposed bill was discussed and made suggestions like;
availability of cheap food grain for both Below Poverty Line (BPL) as well as Above Poverty
Line (APL) category, ensure proper nutrition rather than just providing food grain and to
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include the agriculture productivity for long term food security. A press conference was also
organized at district level to disseminate the issues like; food insecurity and malnutrition
before public and handed over a petition for the Prime Minister of India. Also, the Unit did
lobbying and advocacy through the state level programme (in which around 700 people
participated) was organised to oppose the amendment of decrease of food grain from 35 kg
to 25 kg for BPL families and organised a press conference (38 person from press and other
organizations participated) to create pressure on the state government. Unit members are
regularly involved in the state level meetings of Right to Food Campaign, where they review
the implementation of directives issued by the Supreme Court on Food Security.
Lobbying and advocacy was done to the Central Government with participation of 550
representatives throughout the country. National leaders – Ani Raja, Madhuri Behin, Harsh
Mander, Colin Gonsalvis, Bharat Dogra and Member of Parliament – D. Raja have expressed
their views during the programme. Also, suggestion made to the government that they should
purchase local grain on minimum support price and distribute under Public Distribution
System, to include the aspect of preserving agriculture as well.

3.2 The Local Self-Governance Resource Unit: The Local Self-Governance Resource
Unit was formed in year 2004 and since then it is working with the objective to strengthen the
Local Self Government (Panchayati Raj Institutions - PRI). At present, the LSG Unit is
extensively working in 164 village councils of four districts in Rajasthan and in 3 Blocks
directly, and in 643 village councils of 7 districts through network partners in Rajasthan. Role
of the Unit is to build capacities of elected women representatives, reform and empower the
Association of Ward Councillors and Village Council Chairperson and to encourage citizens
to take active participation in PRI Gram Sabha (Village Assembly). The Unit networks with
other voluntary organizations and POs to strengthen the PRIs. The Unit is working with the
strategy -- capacity building of the elected women representatives (EWRs), empowering
village assemblies, leadership development, coordination between the elected
representatives and concerned government officials and dialogue with media. The Unit has
tie-up with the organisations working in different states. During the year following activities
were organised:
Effort to strengthen the Association of Ward Councillors and Village Council
Chairperson: Efforts have been
made to add more and more
members with the Association. For
this block level meetings were
organized and three days training
was organized for the leaders of
the Association. With the efforts of
the Association women are chairing
the village councils meetings in 66
blocks of
18
districts
and
discussing the issues of health,
education, transparency, and food

Workshop on Panchayati Raj in Rajasthan
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security. 53 Meetings were organized with the Association members (1213 times members
participated) to speed up the process of adding more members in the Association, to
strengthen the Association at block level, role of ex-representatives in the Association etc. At
present, there are 3735 members in the Association (out 1682 are old members). The state
government has declared to hand over the fund, function and functionaries of 5 departments
to the village councils. The Unit is preparing the EWRs to create pressure for actual
implementation of the declaration. Discussions held on the issues increase participation of
women in the meetings of village council (panchayat) related issues, effective implementation
of MNREGA, timely information for holding the village assemblies, social audit and
participation of poor, marginalised, men-women in the development process.
Workshops for strengthening the Association: Two state level workshops were organized
with the 69 (60 women) elected representatives and 71 (30 women) workers of the network
partners working in 41 blocks of 29 districts in Rajasthan. The participants were informed and
aware about the provisions of three tier structure of the local self government, provisions of
PRI in the Constitution, village assembly, ward assembly, rights of the ward members and
village council chairperson.
Trainings and workshops: Trainings and workshops were organized (in Khamnor block of
district Rajsamand) for women leaders elected at three levels (village, block and district) in
the three tier system of local self government election at three levels. 32 elected women
representatives took part in the skill up gradation training. Issues like; socio-political
citizenship, leadership and opportunities under the 73rd amendment of the Constitution, steps
in future work plan etc were discussed during the training. Also, state level planning was
done for capacity building of elected representatives in the three tier system with the
Department of Panchayati Raj and heads of 16 institutions. On the basis of planning –
masters trainers of 248 blocks in 33 districts (i.e. a team of 5 persons in each block) were
trained and these trainers are doing training of elected representatives.
Women Leadership workshop with network partners: Leadership trainings were
organised for the EWRs in 6 regions through network partners in remaining part of
Rajasthan. A total of 268 EWRs (88 village councils of 42 blocks) participated in these
training programmes. Points of discussion in these trainings were -- share experiences after
elected in the panchayat election and become member of the Association, how to take
forward the process of organising and their role after transfer of five department's work to the
village councils.
Follow-up trainings of the capacity building workshops for EWRs: Two follow-up training
cum workshops were organised with the 62 EWRs of 33 village councils. Discussion held in
the workshop on work done by the EWRs after the capacity building workshops and
problems faced in the work. Need based leadership training was organised for the panchsarpanches. Objective behind organising this training was to strengthen learning on the
issues come out in the women leadership workshops and follow-up workshops. 29 EWRs
took part in this training and discussion hold on -- better presentation and communication,
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understanding on the issues of violence against women and raise in the panchayat level
Jagruk Manch, quality discussion in the village assemblies etc.
A state level training of village council chairperson was organized in collaboration with the
Livelihood Resource Unit, in which a total of 50 participants took part (25 village council
chairpersons, 2 vice chair persons, one ward panch, 4 ex-chairpersons of the village council
and 11 workers of the organizations). Discussion was held on the 5 months experience on
the positions in the village council, work experience with the village council secretary, mate
and other government staff. Also, implementation status of the government orders like; wall
painting, social audit and point to be discuss with the Minister.
State Level Convention for Women members of Association of Ward Councillors and
Village Council Chairperson: State level convention of Association of Elected Women
Representatives was organised in which a total of 182 people have participated from 31
blocks. Main issues of discussed during the convention were – present condition of
Association, membership, handover of charge from five departments and tribal-self rule etc.
Also, discussion held to speed up the process of strengthening the Association by increasing
membership.
Meeting of Support Society for Local Self-Government (Panchayati Raj Sahyogi
Sangh): One day meeting was organized with the representatives from two districts (Udaipur
and Rajsamand) in which 29 members of the society (out of 10 are women) participated.
Present members discussed the structure of the society in future, strengthening the
Association of Ward Councillors and Village Council Chairperson and role of representatives
in the forthcoming village assemblies etc.
Astha took responsibilities to organize training of EWRs in the three districts (Pali, Udaipur
and Sirohi), where the training was organized a training of trainers for five days with the help
of Indira Gandhi Panchayati Raj and Rural Development Institute (IGPRS). The team of 103
master trainers (from 25 blocks of three districts) was trained, this team comprises of exelected representatives, officers from block development office and workers from the
organizations working in the area. Role of the team to conduct trainings of elected
representatives in their respective blocks.
Work on PESA Act: The Unit in collaboration with National Institute of Rural Development
(NIRD) and IGPRS has organised a workshop to assess need to develop training module
and resource material on PESA Act. Representatives from District Council, Block Council,
Village Council, District Administration and voluntary organisations hold discussion on need
of PESA module, summarised and prioritised.

3.3 The Women’s Rights Resource Unit: In the last 4-5 years, we have tried to address
a limited number of special current issues of women, and gender that have come in society.
The focus of the work will be on marginalized, exploited, deprived women. The Unit will work
on women’s rights and gender issues affecting large numbers, and will not take up individual
cases, case after case. In the past, even without a Women’s Rights Resource Unit, we have
tried to work on the current issues of women.
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The Unit was established and working since April 2009 with focus on – to serve as Resource
Centre in Rajasthan on Women's Rights, provide special support to the women People’s
Organizations (Rajsamand Women’s Forum and ASWA) helping them to achieve greater self
sufficiency and maturity; support the National Forum for Single Women's Rights, by serving
as the Secretariat, work for Muslim women and to strengthen the Unit as resource centre of
Women’s Rights.

The unit has worked on following issues:
Women's Rights Forum: The Women's Rights Forum was envisaged as a state-wide
platform for grassroots women's groups and leadership. To start the process of the formation
of the forum initial meetings were held with the women's POs that are associated with Astha.
After the second meeting it was felt that more work was required before the formation of such
a Forum became the agenda of the concerned POs. Efforts were made to identify other likeminded groups but they are lagging behind because of the shortage of staff in the Unit.
The Unit has felt the need to look afresh at the strategy for building such a Forum and what
should be the role of the Unit.
Muslim Women's Initiative: The Unit has taken an initiative for bringing together existing
efforts that are being done with Muslim women in Rajasthan and to explore the possibility of
a mass based struggle for the rights of Muslim women. After initial meetings (February 2010)
and a study tour with partners in this effort has been organized and the process is still
underway. A workshop was organised with the workers of organisations working specially on
the Muslim women issue. The objective of the workshop was to develop common
understanding on how to work in the future. It has been decided that there is need to
strengthen the existing work. For this, the workers need to share it with the organisation and
plan for the future. Unit also organised Proposal Writing workshop for the workers of the
Muslim Women organisations. Issues that Muslim Women face area many and are deep
rooted in cultural and identity related politics. Change will be possible only through long-term
efforts that help to build Muslim Women's leadership at the grassroots. The Unit will expand
the vision, resources, and networks of those working with and for Muslim Women in
Rajasthan.
Tribal Women's Initiative: During the year, the Unit made an attempt to identify tribal
women's issues with tribal women leaders and brought on the agenda of the tribal POs. For
this, two meetings were organised for tribal women leaders of POs associated with Astha and
some others were held to explore what are the issues of Tribal women and do they found
representation as issues to work on in the POs of which tribal women are a part. After the
initial meetings it has been felt that issues of tribal women are not adequately represented in
the POs and a discussion has been started with the workers of the POs as well as the female
leaders as to what can be done to remedy this situation. The process is underway. In another
meeting with male leaders of tribal POs alongwith the workers associated with tribal POs. At
this meeting, the issues and concerns of the tribal women were shared and attempted to
bring to their notice that there were social issues like; differences in wage payments,
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domestic assault and violence, absence of land ownership rights, etc that needed to be
addressed.
Two workshops were organised with the tribal girls (during the education camps) to provide
information and opportunity for the girls to discuss issues like; child rights, sexual and
reproductive health, adolescence, sexual harassment, gender roles etc.
Resource Centre: The Unit has added some material (books and films) to its base as a
resource centre. It is anchoring research studies for the ENSS and the National Forum.
Material for advocacy and lobbying has been provided to the National Forum. The Unit has
also made efforts to create linkages for the POs with National and state-wide issue based
networks on women's issues.
Building and Strengthening a National Forum for Single Women's Rights: Even before
the institution of the Women's Rights Resource Unit, Astha has been involved in the process
of the formation of a National Forum. The
Unit has been active in organizing
trainings, meetings, workshops of the
Forum. It played a major role in organizing
the Launch of the Forum in October 2009
and has since then been the secretariat
for the Forum. The Unit has organized
lobbying efforts and meetings of the
leadership group, provides back-support,
material for lobbying and take care of
coordination, communication, research,
documentation,
fund
raising
and
First General body meeting of National Forum for Single
publication.
Women Rights
This year, the Unit helped to strengthen the National Forum by supporting the leadership
group - the National Committee, organise the first General Body meeting of the Forum, where
The Committee presented the summary of activities and future plan. Senior Member of
Parliament Ms. Brinda Karat; Human Rights Activists Ms. Kavita Shrivastava and Ms.
Madhubala Nath from UN Women were present in the meeting. They expressed view about
the single women – to identify the different type of exploitation, problems faced by separated
(divorced, abandoned, walked out, deserted) single women; economic, socio-cultural and
political issues faced by single women, strategies for organising single women in the states. It
has been clearly come out of interaction that there are several challenges in the life of single
women; reason behind this is just because of patriarchy in the society and they can fight
against it only if they will become aware and get organised. Condition of deserted women in
all states is severe in all states, they are marginalised in the society facing problem within
family as well as outside in the society. There are no such schemes/ programme for them.
Single women mostly treated un-auspicious in the society sometimes they are called ‘witch’
(Dayan). Need has been realised to have central Act to protect them from atrocities.
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The Unit organised three meetings of leadership group of national Forum, and lobbying
efforts with the Central Government demands for change in the National Social Assistance
Programme eligibility criteria to make it more inclusive, compulsory joint property ownership
documents for married couples, allocation of government land to low-income single women
on a priority basis, and other demands related to ensuring a life of dignity for single women.
The National Forum was invited to and is now a part of, the Steering Group of the National
Right to Food Campaign. The Campaign has been advocating with the Government to
legislate a Right to Food Act that will provide entitlement for food security to all citizens, and
make special provisions for vulnerable groups, of which one is ‘households headed by Single
Women”. The Forum also maintained contact with other rights based groups and
organisations, like Lawyers’ Collective etc.
One of the objectives of the Forum is to help form state-wide Associations of Single Women
in the states where non-exist. This year, the Unit provide back-support in the state of
Maharashtra to establish a state-wide association of Single Women. Women and supported
workers from 21 districts of state attended the state convention of Single Women.
Planning for the future: As the Forum is still in a nascent state the secretariat will continue
to stay in the Unit in the coming few years. As the secretariat the Unit will work for
strengthening the Forum, will anchor lobbying efforts and efforts for expansion to other
states. With time the Unit will also try to pass on more of the executive decision making to the
leadership group and find effective ways of communication and keeping all members
involved in and updated about the National Forum.
Networking and Linkages: The Unit has made effort to link grassroots women's leaders and
their knowledge to state and national level campaigns on various issues. Participation in the
National Round Table on Women and Land Rights organised by WGWLO, tribal women
leaders participated in the Livelihood Mela organised by Anandi in Gujarat as resource
persons and shared the experience of forming and running cooperatives, leaders actively
participated in the state-wide campaign for effective implementation of the Protection of
Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2006. Also, a small women's rights group did liasoning
with the Rajasthan State Government for the opening of Protection and Counselling Centers
in every district;
Members of the Unit invited to share the work - Dr. Ginny Shrivastava was invited to Segovia
(in Spain) to share the work done by Astha with low-income widows and separated women.
She also participated in a Panel Discussion on the documentary 'The Forgotten Women'
organised by the Canadian High Commission. The film depicts the condition of widows, and
includes and highlighted the work of the Association of Strong Women Alone (ASWA) and
Astha's role in the empowerment of low-income widows.

3.4 Strengthe ning Women's People's Organizations
With regard to this issue the unit works closely with Rajsamand Women's Forum and
Association of Strong Women Alone (ASWA). The status of the unit's work with both the
organizations is as follows:
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3.4.1 The Rajsamand Women’s Forum: The Rajsamand Women’s Forum (RWF) is
continuing with its activities on women’s issues in Rajsamand district. During the period the
forum expanded it work in two new blocks and now it has existence in six blocks, there are
6244 women (429 new members added this year) have membership of the RWF. 155 leaders
of the Forum are playing active role in 216 village of the district and will play important role in
preparing more leaders at village level. The registered society named “Jan Vikas Sansthan”
has received Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) certificate, land from the Municipal
Council for construction of office building, the members and leaders of the Forum is collecting
donations and funds for office building construction. The following trainings/ workshops were
organized by the Forum:
Training/ workshop event

No. of participants

Workshop on PCANDT Act (1-day)

18

Joint workshop on Child Marriage Act in collaboration
with Human Right Law Network

50

Workshop of coordinating committee members (2-days)

20

Legal Aid Training (3-days)

40

Training on domestic violence Act

25

Women Leadership training

44

Workshop with the caste pandits to stop child marriage

52

MNREGA awareness foot march was moved in 35 villages of 22 village council areas; 2295
applications were submitted by the families and got receipts and 13 new job cards were
issued with the help of the Forum. The Forum helped 80 people to get due payment of 3
months. The RWF took 20 government nurseries (anganwadi), 20 schools and 20 ration
shops for monitoring and at present out of these 14 government nurseries (anganwadi), 17
school and 17 ration shops are running properly due to regular monitoring of Forum leaders.
Till now, 80 women are working to prepare joss sticks, soap, clothes/ paper bags etc to
increase their family income. 33 women were trained by the Forum and they become labour
gang supervisor in MNREGA works (earlier 27 were there). 35 members of the Forum are
working in government nurseries (Anganwadi), preparing food in Mid-day-meal in schools etc.
Acceptance of tribal woman as cook in the mid-day-meal
Tejpuriya is a small village of Badarada village council (in Rajsamand district). Primary school
administration has appointed one tribal woman Smt. Laxmibai to cook mid-day-meal for
children. As the village is so small, no one was ready to cook food. After 15-20 days, when
the Rajputs (dominant caste) came to know about this they become angry with the school
administration and warned the school administration that they will not send children to the
school, then the teacher replied, “send someone from your society to cook food for children”.
Women from the Rajput society told that we are from higher caste and it is not in our culture
to cook food outside our houses. There was hot discussion between teachers and women but
Laxmibai is one of the active members of the Forum argued, “Where it written that tribal
woman cannot cook food”. It was coincidence that one Forum worker reached to the village
to attend meeting, they saw people are pelting stone to each other near to school. She
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stopped them and explained to the Rajput women that Laxmibai will continue cook food and if
your children don’t want to eat food then they should bring their lunch boxes from home. The
Rajput women agreed to do so, then Rajput children brought food only next 7-8 days and
thereafter they start eating mid-day-meal. She is continuing with cooking food in the school.
Laxmi bai says this is happened just due to interference of Forum member. The Forum has
great impact in the village and most of the women join monthly meeting.
Women’s Court: At present, the Forum is running Women’s Court (Nari Adalat) at district
level and receiving cases due to identity of Forum at district level. The Forum has started the
women’s court in one block and now it is expanded to other three blocks of Rajsamand
district. With the efforts of Forum – block and district level committee members will prepare
the list of families of members’ and leaders’ of the forum. Regular meetings were organized
at village, block, district level and case committee. Panel sits on every Thursday for hearing
of cases in block level and on last Saturday at district level.
64 cases were registered with the Family Counselling Centre and out of 32 were resolved, 3
cases were referred to police and 29 are in process. Since 2004, 1179 cases were registered with
the Forum and out 702 were resolved, 175 were referred and 225 are under process.
In one of the case an old woman is receiving Rs. 1000 per month as compensation from the stepson. As her husband did two marriages and her step son thrown her out of the house. Forum
members did efforts to get the monthly compensation and now, they demanded to raise the
amount to Rs. 2000 per month and share in the food grain produced from 17.7 ha (70 bigha)land.

Work on issue of child marriage: Child marriage is a social evil in the Rajsamand district,
which marginalise the women from
getting educated and good health.
This social evil promotes violence
against
women.
The
Forum
prepared strategy to combat with
this social evil – selected the
suspect village councils (where
probability of child marriages),
holding meetings with the caste
leaders, organising workshops with
the
priests
(who
performs
marriages)
and
stop
child
District Collector, Rajsamand honouring member on the occasion of
marriages through campaign in the
International Women's Day for resisting child marriage
district.
Workers of the Forum organised foot marches in 35 villages of 22 village councils as a part of
campaign. A total of 54 child marriages (out 6 were stopped by the children) were been
stopped with the help of caste leaders, priest and efforts of the Forum workers. In some
cases, children have refused to perform their own marriage. Caste pundits are sensitized to
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stop child marriage through sensitization workshops. People are also inquiring that our
daughter is completing the age 17 years, should we marry her or not?”
Celebration of International Women's Day: 8th March is the symbol of participation and
empowerment of women throughout the World. Women organizations in the world celebrate
this day with enthusiasm. Women members of Rajsamand Women’s Forum (RWF) gathered
on the day to show their participation and strength. While celebrating the day - women moved
in the form of rally and raise the issues to the District Administration, and discussed the
problems. The RWF celebrates International Women’s Day as convention, where they invite
speaker and subject specialists on the issues of women to discuss and provide legal
information. Women members will come from distant villages and hamlet without any interest
and celebrate the day by singing, dancing and leave with the promise of faith and strength in
the forum.
3.4.2 The Association of Strong Women Alone: The Association of Strong Women
Alone (ASWA) was formed in 2000 as a follow up of the state level convention organised for
widows from different parts of Rajasthan. The number of poor women in Rajasthan who are
‘ekal’ or ‘single women’ is estimated to be more than 15,00,000. The task of making impact
on lives and changing the lives of the Poor Single Women, state-wide is very huge, but
crucial. There are 2 major factors that have to deal with: systemic government lethargy
towards poor people’s problems, and entrenched social customs. It takes a lot of persuasion
for the government to move forward to make policies, launch schemes or make amendments
in rules that have an impact on the lives of poor people. The social customs and traditions
that for centuries have marginalised single women are deeply entrenched in people. The
pace of change is slow. But we have experienced that only widows and separated women
themselves can bring about change, and they are moving fast.
Since beginning till now, the Association is ever
growing and becoming stronger. This year, it is
expanded its work in 10 new blocks (total 122 blocks in
30 districts) of Rajasthan and 3986 new members (total
35,070 members) joined the Association. This year, 13
new leaders (total 59 leaders) took responsibility of
blocks. The Association members and leaders
celebrated the Women’s Empowerment Day (June 01,
2010) in all 117 blocks of 30 districts in Rajasthan.
They organized rally, meetings to show strength of the
Association. They handed over petitions to the block
and district Administration about the problems of single
women.
Meetings: Members and leaders of the Association
periodically meets at different level viz; block, district
and state to update – block committee members
discuss about the problems of the single women like;

'Breaking ritual' - an old widow is pasting
myrtle (heena) on her hands
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domestic violence, rights on husband property and provide information about Acts in favour
of women, MNREGA, job cards, equal wage rates, etc. District level meetings were organised
to consolidate the work done by the block committee members in four months. These
meetings happen three times in a year. Present members discuss problems that were not
resolved at village council and block level. After meetings these members approached to the
district offices of relevant departments and do lobbying and advocacy with the Administrative
Officers for solution of the problems. State level meeting the state level committee meets
thrice in year and this meeting/s were organised in different districts (Pratapgarh, Udaipur,
Kaurali). District level committee members presented their work carried out during 4 months
and discuss problems and future strategy.
Block Committee members’ training: Block committee members are the frontline of the
Association to work at grass root level and it is necessary to build their capacities to
strengthen the organisation. These members were informed about the different social
security schemes for widows, deserted women, handicapped, oldage pension and also about
the domestic violence Act, Right to Information, human rights, women rights on property.
Other then these understanding on - structure of the Association, add new members, village
level meetings, process of linking other members etc. During the year, Association organised
10 training programmes for the block committee members. A total of 923 members
participated in these trainings. These trainings were facilitated by resource persons,
advocates and members do group work, play etc.
Two skill training programmes were organized for the workers of the Association. Keeping
in mind the capacities of workers – one batch of literacy training for the workers; who are
illiterate and another for those who have capacity of reading and writing. Two days training
was organized for the issue based committees covering the issues of MNREGA and Food
security to develop in-depth understanding on the issues, so that they can perform better in
the field. The participants learnt about – reading, writing work, fill-up travel bill, writing
minutes, reading report, newsletters etc.
Training of General Body members: Two days training was organized at Agriculture
Research Centre (Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Udaipur) for the general body members. The
participants were learn about role of general body members, election process, develop
understanding of the members to elect a strong executive body of the Association, structure
of organisation, preparing proposal, take resolution etc.
District Level Convention: A three days district level convention was organized in Jaisalmer
district, in which 140 single women took part. Also, District level officers of the Rural
Development Department, Police Department, Social Welfare Officer, Chairperson etc were
presented in the convention. The presented women interacted with the district level
authorities about the problems of the single women. They were organized in a rally and
handed over charter of demand to the District Collector.
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State level convention: A state level
convention was organised in state capital
Jaipur. This convention was a continuous
effort in memory of the ‘First Convention’
held for formation of the Association in
1999. There were 425 women presented in
the state convention, women members
from 30 district level committees, executive
members and representatives of social
organisations. Smt. Aditi Mehta, Principal
Secretary
–
Social
Welfare
and
Empowerment Department was present in
Smt. Aditi Mehta, Principal Secretary - Women Rights and
the convention. While addressing the
Empowerment addressing the State level Convention of
Association of Strong Women Alone
convention she expressed her view that
there were no such events before 20 years, single woman were exploited in the society but
now there is change in conditions of single women after formation of organisations like Ekal
Nari Shakti Sangthan. Issue based committees have been formed and issue based trainings
were organised as per the need of the committee.
A press conference was organised before the state level members’ convention. Objective
behind organising press conference was to publicize the demands -- increase widow
pension, give equal benefit to the deserted women, pension for every poor single woman.
Block level Audit: Block level audit has been completed for all (122) blocks covered by the
Association. The decision of block audit was taken by the State Level Committee Members to
ensure transparency in work and transactions. Two literate members from each block did
audit of neighbouring blocks and presented report in the office. They observed the
transactions, membership fees, documentation, bank account details, meeting coordination,
decision making process etc. as part of the audit.
Women Protection and Counselling Centre: registered support society of the Association
(Ekal Nari Shakti Sansthan) got chance to do counselling work on problems of women. The
Association have experience of working on the issues of women. Role of the society is to
take care of Administrative issues and management of the counselling centre.
Lobbying, Advocacy and Networking: The Association members and leaders did lobbying
(3 times) with the Chief Minister, State Minister and Secretary of Social Welfare and Health
Department and handed over a charter of demand on issues of single women. Two workers
of the Association took part in the meeting organized by the Rajasthan State Government to
review the work of Department of Social Justice, where they presented the work of the
Association and actively took part in the group discussion for planning of the department.
National Forum for Single Women Rights: In July, 2008 Single Women, Associations of
Single Women and the organisations supporting them, from 7 states met in Ahmedabad and
decided to raise Single women’ issues at the Central Level, and this meeting laid the
foundation for a National Forum. We, the Single Women, are taking the lead in the National
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Forum and we are committed to create a New Society having the values of –Equality,
Compassion, Justice, non-Violence and Honesty! In October 2009, the National Forum for
Single Women’s Rights was launched in a two day programme at attended by around 200
single women from 7 member states. The event was attended by national level renowned
personalities. Since then, the Women’s Rights Resource Unit is active in establishing
communication and networking amongst members’ states.
First General Body meeting of the National Forum was organised in New Delhi, where
national committee members of the Forum, general body members, and support group
members took part from seven states. The meeting was inaugurated by Ms. Vrinda Karat;
and she congratulated to all members for their struggle and success on single women issues.
She assured to extend possible support to the Forum and raise this issue in the Parliament.
Members from every state presented the work done by them, strategy and working area.
Also, detailed discussion happened on the structure of the Forum, event report of
inauguration, membership of national committee and its role.
Training for National Committee members: Three days training programme was organised
for the members of National Committee of National Forum for Single Women Rights.
Objective of the training was to build capacity of the members on – rights based and public
cantered advocacy, media advocacy. The training was facilitated by resource person from
NCAS, Pune. Also, Madhusudan Mistri, resource person from Gujarat inform that how to use
political parties/ persons to raise the issues of single women in the Parliament. Ms. Monika,
TISS Mumbai explained the participants about the domestic violence, dowry related act,
compensation act etc and clarify the doubts of the participants.
• About the reach of the Association – it has expanded in 122 blocks of 30 districts in

Rajasthan state and 35,070 women received paid membership. Demands are coming
from leftover blocks/ districts to start work.
• About the strength of the Association – it has registered body named “Ekal Nari Shakti

Sansthan” which prepares proposals and submits to donor agencies and government
agencies to raise funds for the Association. The Association is in process to register it
under FCRA. The Sansthan received fund from the state government to run ‘Women
Protection and Counselling Centre’.
• About the cases of land rights – This year the Association has received 112 cases of

single women and out of 86 cases were resolved successfully.
• Also, the Association received 212 cases of physical exploitation, mental and sexual

harassment, out of 138 cases was resolved and in some cases women did mutual
agreement.
• Widows broke the cruel customs and attended the marriages of their own children, block

committee members started wearing colourful clothes, pasting bindis on their foreheads
etc.

Challenges:
In the land dispute cases – when the case went under the hearing of the court, which takes
time to get justice and make the woman frustrated. Sometimes, they face strong opposition of
powerful people or Association members also threatened by the opposition.
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In the maximum number of cases that comes to the Association members/ leaders, the victim
women have only understanding of physical or sexual harassment but they didn’t think of
mental harassment. It is just because of the structure of the society, they didn’t mind the
mental harassment. There is a need to create awareness that mental harassment is also a
type of violence.
If a widow tries to break cruel social customs then she faces strong opposition in the society.
Sometimes social leaders agreed after explanation by the Association members and
sometimes not.

3.5 The Tribal Rights Resource Unit: Tribal Rights are enshrined in the Constitution of
India, and have been translated into several laws, but the implementation of those laws
leaves a lot to be desired! The (PESA) Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act
19962, the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act 2006 are important pieces of legislation, passed by the Central and State
governments, but not implemented, and so, up to now, the tribals are denied the rights
intended. The leaders of these tribal POs have been meeting regularly, over the past 4-5
years, every three months, to share and to strategize collectively. Over the years, Astha has
organized tribal people into large mass-membership organizations, which have worked in the
geographical Blocks and Districts where the people have been living. Since April 2009 the
Tribal Rights Resource Unit is working – to support the tribal People’s Organizations through
training, research activities on the tribal issues. Here below the brief of the activities during
the period:
Role of the Unit as Resource Centre:
Legal Interventions on Tribal Issues: The Rajasthan State High Court has asked the State
Government to submit a status report on implementation of tribal welfare schemes in the
tribal area and also realized the need to make available the basic amenities viz, education,
health and employment. The Unit in collaboration with NGOs and campaigns (Jan Chetna,
Saman Bachpan Abhiyan, and Forestland People’s Movement) and tribal POs (the Tribal
Development Forum and the Vagad Farmer’s and Labourers Association) filed a writ petition
in favour of the tribal.
Trainings/ Workshops: The Unit organised various capacity building events for PO leaders.
Two trainings were organized for leadership development of first line and second line
leaders. Understanding has been developed on – how to collect information on burning
issues/ problems like; implementation of Forest Rights Act, MNREGA3, loan issues. Also,
resource person provided information on different issues - drought, government schemes and
2

PESA attempted to decentralize the control and management of natural resources and several functions of
social relevance including dispute resolution in accordance with the prevalent traditions and customs. The PESA
is especially remarkable for providing vast and wide-ranging power to the people’s council (Gram Sabha) in
Schedule V Areas.

3 Mahatama Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act - Act that passed to assure 100 days of work in
rural areas.
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violence against women etc. Objective of the second training was to develop understanding
of the participants on organization and problem solving process. They were told about – how
to identify issue out of problems, how to resolve the problems, difference between problem
and issue, effective communication etc. There were 30 participants in the first training and 34
participants in the second training.
Topic of training

Men

Women

Issues covered

Trainings (2 nos.) for
the members of
coordinating
committee (2 days)

11

12

Develop management skills of coordinating committee
members, develop understanding on the decision
making process in the organization, problem solving
skills etc.

Village assembly
(gram sabha)
training (3 days)

41

01

Discussion on the 11 listed powers of PESA Act and
to develop model in the respective working area of the
People’s Organization like; royalty on the minor
mineral, notice to forest department, issuing utilization
certificate, submit proposal in the village councils etc.

Training on Public
hearing and
advocacy (Phase-II)

22

14

What is public hearing, when and how to do advocacy
with legislative body, understanding on planning for a
campaign etc. Participants prepared campaign
planning for the issues of their respective area.

Training on - how to
enhance writing skill
(Phase-III)

22

8

Revision of learning from previous training, skill
developed on writing case studies, press notes,
petitions etc. How to collect information and prepare in
presentable form, also develop understanding on how
to work with media?

Training on finance
management and
accounts (3-days)

23

2

Training was organised with the aim to develop
finance management and accounting skills (preparing
bills, vouchers, follow accounts norms etc.) of the PO
leaders and Astha staff

Research Workshop

17

5

Type of research, understanding on methods of
research, selection of topic

Leadership trainings
of PO (first line and
second line)

38

27

Training
was
conducted
using
participatory
methodology and based on the discussion on current
issues develop understanding on organisation, identify
issue from problems, communication methods,
conducting meetings effectively, problems with
government department etc.

Training of Trainers

23

10

Role of trainers to enable the youngsters so that they
can identify and analyse the problems of the society.
Also, to learn techniques related to question-answers,
speech techniques, group work etc.

Legal Aid Workshop
(2 days)

21

5

POs are working on the issues of tribal interest,
sometimes they required legal knowledge to combat
with such problems. The aim of the training was to
update the workers and leaders on legal aspects.

Work on PESA Act: The Unit organized a two days meeting with the People’s Organizations
associated with Astha and other POs working on tribal issues in Rajasthan. Objective of the
meeting was to facilitate the process of proper implementation of the PESA Act in the tribal
area. An advocate from the High court explained different government orders. Also, prepared
strategy to do follow-up and further action with the government departments and elected
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representatives. Each PO members decided to develop a particular area as ‘Model of
implementation of PESA Act’ where they ensure effective implementation of 11 listed powers
like; preparing development plan, monitoring the implementation of development works &
social audit, liquor prohibition and women leadership, control over local administration, collect
royalty on minor mining product, serve notices to the moneylenders, forest department,
provide utilisation certificates after verification of work etc. Under the “Tribal Self Rule
initiative programme”, 53 village assemblies have been selected in Dungarpur, Banswara
districts and Jhadol block of Udaipur district.
Efforts for Leadership Development: Three days workshop was organised for PO workers
and Astha's workers working with POs, having experience of leadership training. Objective of
the workshop was to -- share experiences of leadership development and prepare leadership
training module with the help of these experiences. A total of 24 people were present in the
workshop. This module will helpful for social workers to identify leaders and their capacity
building.
Activities related to Rajasthan Tribal Rights Forum: The Rajasthan Tribal Rights Forum
has completed one year of formation. The committee is conducting regular meetings of the
Forum, where they are reviewing the work of POs in preceding quarter and planning for the
next quarter. Also, decide their participation in the state and national level programme and
discussion on the current issues. This year 8 POs (from six districts of Southern Rajasthan)
took membership of the Forum. A regional level committee training was organised with the
social leaders, caste leaders, and prominent people from tribal area. The Forum did efforts to
support 7 tribal families (in Jhadol block of Udaipur district), whose houses were demolished
by the people from nearby village. The Forum members informed the Block Development
Officer, Sub-Divisional Officer and Police Officer for protection to the victim families and
assured to provide support at sub-divisional level. Discussion held on various issues implementation of PESA Act, to include the MADA area to TADA area, Revenge (Motana) in
the tribal area.
Other main activities: Unit members facilitating meetings of the Rajasthan Tribal Rights
Forum in which problems related to forest land, NREGA, PDS, BPL have been discussed and
resolved. Information was provided on state BPL, new pattern of Public Distribution System,
new orders in MNREGA etc. 23 persons participated in the meeting. The Unit did research
study on ‘Property rights of tribal women’ and discussed the findings of the research – it has
been came out of the study that women are not been consult while property related
decisions, she know the rights on the property but unable to demand, she can’t sell the NonTimber Forest Produce (NTFP) by their own etc.

State level Events:
Convention on the Forest Rights Act: One day state level convention was organised in
state capital Jaipur to attract attention of the Government on the problems of individual and
community rights. Around 800 people from 12 People’s Organisations participated in the
event. A team of representatives met to the state level officers and the Principal Secretary
(Forest) and inform about the status of Forest Rights Act implementation.
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Public Hearing: A state level
public hearing ('Jan Sunwai') was
organised to do advocacy on
tribal issues i.e. lack of basic
amenities like health, education,
employment,
water
and
fundamental rights on forest, land
etc. The Forum realised that
government is ignoring the tribal
area in its work and policies.
Whereas majority of issues are
related to tribal, collectively all the
Public Hearing on tribal issues
tribal POs of the state need to
raise voice, so that government
will take tribal issues on priority. More than 350 men women from 27 POs of 13 districts took
part in the public hearing. Dr. B. D. Sharma (Convener - Bharat Jan Andolan), Sh. K. B.
Saxena (Former Principal Secretary, Bihar), Sh. B. L. Paliwal (Former Deputy Director, Indira
Gandhi Panchayat Raj Sansthan), social worker Aruna Rai, Sh. Ramesh Nandwana and
Smt. Aditi Mehta (Principal Secretary, Social Justice and Empowerment Dept.) were panellist
during the public hearing. Main issues were -- implementation of PESA Act, include MADA in
schedule-V of the constitution, transfer of tribal land to non-tribal, implementation status of
FRA, ensure quality education in tribal area etc.

3.6 Work of Tribal Rights Resource Unit with the Tribal People’s Organisations:
The Unit is involved in capacity building of POs through -- conducting regular meetings,
activities, planning of trainings and big programmes, leadership building etc. The Unit has
organised different capacity building events (training, workshops, exposure, advocacy &
lobbying event) throughout year. Also, the Unit is providing handholding support to the tribal
POs for implementation and monitoring of programme/ activities and reporting. Annual
Review was done with the tribal POs and guided them to incorporate the learning in the next
planning.
3.6.1 The Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch): The Tribal Development
Forum is a mass membership People's Organisation formed in 1993 around the Kotra area of
Udaipur district. Forum did efforts to stimulate the process of individual claims under FRA,
campaign to increase enrolment of children in the school, establish measurement system in
the MNREGA works and attempt to do collective efforts for written agreement between the
farmland owners and the labourers, and forum leaders did lobbying and advocacy for other
issues like; drinking water, proper implementation of social security schemes. Under the
implementation of Tribal Self-Rule the village assemblies did efforts like; prepare community
claim files, handed over a petition on irregularity of teachers and regularized them to attend
the school, helped people to apply for getting benefit of social security schemes (Indira
Gandhi pension scheme, health card, well deepening, handpump repairing etc). The Forum
is working in three blocks of two districts and covering 276 villages (of 61 village councils)
and 7250 members (out of 3097 are women) took membership of the Forum.
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Work on Getting Legal Land Papers for Forest Land Occupations: Kotra block of
Udaipur district fall under Schedule V area and thousands of the members (Forest Dwellers)
of the Tribal Development Forum is trying to get the legal land papers which are now having
legal right, for their homestead and farmlands which are on what is now Forest Department
Land. The TDF members, in large numbers, lobbied in Jaipur, and also Delhi, for the
passage of the Schedule Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act 2006.
Now, implementation! It is of course, not easy. Submitting files, putting pressure on the
government to implement the law, re-submitting rejected files – this issue and this work will
be one of the major pieces of work of the Forum. Efforts were made to process maximum
number of claims in the camps organized by the Administration.

Till now, 2386 families received land right paper in the working of area of Forum, 142 families
whose claims were rejected at sub-divisional level again gone for appeal process and 70 villages
have prepared community claims. 7 forest rights committees served notices to the government
departments (forest, revenue) to do physical verification of land in their respective area. 137 files
under gone for appeal process at district level, which were rejected sub-divisional level.
Camps were organized in 5 village council area for settlement of claims – in which physical
verification was done for 719 claims. 600 claim files of Mahad village council were prepared
again, which were destroyed by the staff. Revenue staff and Forest Department staff were
instructed through special orders to finish the work of processing the claim files.

The Forum did pre-survey of famers in collaboration with the local administration to link them
with land improvement scheme. This survey was done for 762 famers on their socioeconomic status and report presented to the Administration.
Efforts under MNREGA: The Forum is doing continuous efforts for proper implementation of
MNREGA - allocation of work on measurement basis and wage payment should calculated
on the basis measurement. The Forum organized activities at different level like; trainings,
village meetings.
NREGA awareness journey in 5 village council area (covering 12 villages, 13 worksites and with
773 labourers, in which they explained the labourers about measurement system and organized
night meetings in the villages. 1823 labourers applied for work, during the awareness walk. 43
mates participated in the training programme (two days) organized to develop model worksites. A
total of 4373 application submitted for work, 123 people received job cards and work on
measurement basis at 27 worksites. 262 labourers received overdue payments since December
2009.

Work on Tribal Self-Rule: The Forum is creating awareness on PESA Act and about 11
listed powers of village assemblies (gram sabhas), to strengthen the village assemblies Activities pertaining to strengthening the village assemblies like; training of village committee
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members/ leaders, conducting village assembly and regional meetings were the main
activities carried out to strengthen the village assembly.
Village Assembly strengthen under PESA Act
Village Maldar Khurd, Village Council Jogiwad (Kotra block of Udaipur district)
Maldar Khurd is small revenue village of village council Jogiwad, this village is inhabited in the
forest area. Historically, 5 families from nearby village Padalwada do start agriculture and settle
down in this village, today 70 families mainly Garasia living in the village. Here in this village life of
people totally depends on the forest. There is no permanent approach road to the village, mostly
people walks through the hilly route to reach village. Social situation is very strong; people
collectively involve themselves in the social functions.
Roopsingh and Narsingh s/o Virmaji are the members of village assembly committee (Maldar). In
year 2000, leaders of the Tribal Development Forum organized a meeting with 35 families.
Discussion held with the present people about declaration of village republic under PESA Act. 11
members’ committee has formed for declaration of Village Republic. In year 2001, people of the
village put foundation stone and declare village Malda as village republic. Village republic
declaration was not just objective to do it, but to implementation of the Tribal Self Rule and
development of the village by using 11 listed powers in the Act.
Demarcation of land and fencing work by the Forest Department were the initial hurdles before
the villagers; according to the Forest Department, they have to do fencing of their agriculture land
and plantation nearby the fencing. The villagers strongly opposed by arguing with the Forest
Department – This forest belongs to us and we are protecting the forest, District Forest Officer
(DFO) also intervene in this matter but the boundary was constructed upto the village Bilvan due
to strong opposition of villagers.
Likewise, Ranager from Kotra came to village and told that money has been sanctioned for
plantation work, village assembly took decision that the Forest Department can do plantation on
leftover land wherever the villagers not having possession.
34 families of the village filed claims under the Forest Rights Act, out 19 were surveyed through
GPS and these files are lying with the revenue staff, remaining files are lying with Ranger of the
Forest Department. 18 files were recommended by the village assembly and need to submit to
the Sub-divisional level committee. Village assembly prepared a list of families seeking work
under NREGA and handed over to the Secretary/ Chairperson of Village Council.
Village assembly submitted proposal to the village assembly that school is 5-6 km far away from
the village; this proposal was certified by the Village Council Chairperson and forwarded to the
Member of Legislator (MLA – Kuber Singh) recommended to the Block office and Primary village
was opened.
Similarly, proposal of the road was approved but Forest Department has stopped by arguing that
it is passing through forest land. Villagers altogether collected Rs. 60-70 thousand from their
labour of 12-13 days and gave to private contractor to hire excavator for road cutting. Till
completion of work, 15-20 members presented on the spot, so that Forest Department staff can’t
disturb the work. Although, four-wheeler can’t pass through this road but tractor, motorcycle can
pass through it. When Forest Officer asked for fencing to protect the forest, villagers questioned
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to the officer that first you look at the forest protected by the Forest Department and compare with
the forest we protected? “This is our forest, we will use it and propagate and protect it very well”.
We are using the same area of land, which we were using before, not acquiring new land. We are
collecting Anola, honey, gum, Tendu leaf, Mahua, Dolma from the forest area.
Roop singh told that there are 3-4 tree of Anola near to his house, out of which his family plucked
Anola, boiled and sold in market. His family made Rs. 2600 from which he purchased silver
ornaments for her wife
Challenges:
- Outsiders always try to destroy forest
-

Forest Department people are not listening us, they are creating pressure on village assembly

-

for plantation
Once the Administration give land title, then village assembly will give proposal for plantation.

-

Processing of community claim is still pending

Till now, a total of 112 village assemblies are formed in Kotda and Jhadol blocks of district
Udaipur. Out of these village assemblies 65 are working on 2-3 different issues like; rights of tribal
people on natural resources, minor forest produce and monitoring of development works,
selection of beneficiaries to benefit from the government schemes, etc. The Forum is doing
advocacy with the village assembly members with sub-divisional level and district level.

Work on Migrant Labour Issues: Kotra is situated on the border of Rajasthan and Gujarat.
Many families used to migrating to Gujarat in search of labour work and sometimes, labour
contractors also come to take away many labourers. The Forum works to register the migrant
labourers, to link them with the trade unions in Gujarat so that they can get help if needed, to
stop migrating child labourers, and to provide other services to the migrant labourers. The
Forum did efforts to sign written agreement between the migrant labour and the farmland
owners to avoid unnecessary harassment and exploitation. This year, 194 labourers were
appointed with such written agreements between labourers and farmland owners.
The Forum took another issue of child labour in association with the local administration
(police and administration). Children of the age group between 8-12 years of the area migrate
to work in BT cotton fields of north Gujarat. Where, these children work under inhuman
conditions like; number of children sleep in small cell, long working hours, not getting enough
food to eat etc. and getting wages Rs. 35-40 per day. The Forum and the Administration set
up service centres in Gujarat and, set up check posts (Kotra, Mamer, Mandva, Mahad and
Budia) at the state borders where labourers cross. There were 63 children grabbed from
the middle men and registered 5 cases against the driver, middle men and farm owners.
Tribal Children’s Education: The Tribal Development Forum is cooperating with the
People’s Education and Culture Resource Unit of Astha in innovative and exploratory ways of
improving the quality of tribal children’s education in government schools. 15 schools in Kotra
are selected, and the Forum leaders are playing key role in monitoring, record keeping,
community mobilization.
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A total of 53 tribal girls, age 9-14, took part in the condensed residential 7-month schooling
course. At the end of course, 33 girls have competency level of class 5th and 20 girls have
competency level of class 3rd. A summer camp was organized to create awareness on education
more than 1000 students took part in the camps and 215 children were enrolled in the
government primary schools. Discussions were held in the meetings of Parent’s Teachers
Association to regularize 5 irregular schools.

Milan Mela: The
Tribal
Development
Forum
(Adivasi
Vikas
Manch)
organised annual
convention of tribal
people in the form
of 'Milan Mela'.
Special discussion
was held on the
Sh. Hemant Gera, District Collector (Udaipur) addressing the audience during
"Challenges
in
the Milan Mela in Kotra
tribal
Development". Sh. Hemant Gera, District Collector (Udaipur) and famous journalist Sh.
Ramsharan Joshi were present as Chief Guest in the programme. While addressing to the
audience he told that there is need to be aware and collective effort to combat with these
challenges.

Forum’s initiative for reduction of Social Evil (Montana): The Forum in collaboration with
the Rajasthan Tribal Rights Forum took initiatives for reduction of Social Evil (Montana) -organised convention for the social leaders and formed a regional level committee, so that
planning can be done to stop this tradition. Also, decided to form committees and hold
conventions at Sub-divisional level. Meetings were organised in different parts of working
area and decided to organise further meetings at village/ village council (panchayat) level to
sensitize more and more people on this issue.
Training/ workshop/ events
Village Assembly
Committee Camps – 2
Rallies – 5

No. of participants

Issue/ subject

154 (62 women)
1136

Awareness about implementation Forest Rights
Act, NREGA, Food security schemes etc.

Leadership Development
Trainings – 2 and camps for
women leadership

93 (28 women)

Prepare leaders to organise village level
meetings and work on the issues emerged at
village level.

Youth trainings – 2

93 (35 women)

To develop understanding of youths on
political, social and global conditions. 93 youths
leaders were identified out 23 are women;
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Impact of Forum’s Work:
•

65 village assemblies are strongly working on 3-4 powers of PESA Act

•

Awareness among community can seen about the rights and increase in presence in
the village level meetings.

•

A total of 2386 individual families have received land titles.

•

48 leaders are raising the issues to the panchayat and block level Administration

•

Forum strengthen in Pindwara area due to emerging youth and women leadership

•

More people are getting benefits of government schemes as they are getting
information

•

People are raising voices in MNREGA – apply for demanding work, measurement
basis work and timely payment etc.

•

During the period 683 (238 women) members have receive membership of the
Forum.

Challenges faced:
•

Excess interference of local politics affects the strength work of village assemblies

•

No where community rights received

•

Proper measurement system does not established in MNREGA works

•

Long term association of leaders with the Forum is big challenge

•

Interference of political leaders and government staff in accessing social security
schemes

•

People got less land in land right paper in compare to actual land

3.6.2 The Gorward Tribal Association: The Gorward Tribal Association working in 119
villages of 18 village councils in Bali and Desuri area of Pali district. Main work of the
Association for exploited, tribal, women victimised due to patriarchal society and work for
education initiatives with tribal children in 15 village primary schools. The Association is
working with the strategy to build capacity of leaders (both men and women), create
awareness about rights on natural resources and conserve it. At present, there are 1905
members associated with the Association. There are five district level (2 women) and 12
block level (6 women) and 29 village council level leaders in the Association.
Efforts for MNREGA implementation: The Association organized 5 days MNREGA
awareness campaign and visited worksites and found labour rate between Rs. 90-95 and in
many the places there were untrained mates filling up the formats wrongly. It was decided in
the monthly meeting to give responsibility to 2-3 persons in the village to monitor the work of
MNREGA and find out difficulties and report in the next meeting to get it sort out. During the
period the Association helped 1200 families to fill up application of demand for work in
MNREGA and taking receipts of the applications. The Association helped 400 labours of
Bhander village council to get overdue payment on the basis of different rate for different
piece of work, which is the first time happened in this area.
Efforts for the Forest Rights Act implementation: 435 families received land rights paper
in the working area of the Association, 84 more are lying with the Administration for
distribution. The Association is helped 81 families (whose claims were rejected by the
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Administration) to do appeal for claims and most of them are under process with the District
Level Committee. Still there 50-55 families left from filing claim for their land. 3 villages
prepared community rights claims and will submit to the Administration. Leaders of the
Association met to the District Collector to speed up the process of physical verification and
aware people to make available essential supporting documents. In a village Kundal, the
Forest Department displaced one family even after having land right paper; but due to efforts
of the Association the family again start living on same place and doing farming on the land.
Many families who were migrating to prepare coal from the Prosopis Juliflora (Vilayati
Babool) wood under the coal contractor. Where each family prepare 30 bags every month
and each bag costing around Rs. 100 which includes the labour, travel, food and shelter
charges for each family. But, after getting land titles these families sown crop in their fields
and harvested. This time they didn’t migrated to other places.
3 village level leaders successfully received information about forestland claims from the
Sub-Divisional Officer using RTI and people undergone in appeal process according to the
list of rejected claim files.
In an incident—crop in the fields of 15 families was damaged, whose FIR4recorded in the
police station and 11 persons were arrested and presented before the court. This is the first
time that people arrested. At present, these 15 families are having land in their possession.
Education Initiatives: The Association
did efforts for education programme in 15
government primary schools of two village
councils in Bali block of Pali district, where
the parents- teachers committees have
been activated and nomination of children
in school has been increased. ParentsTeachers' Committees of these 15 schools
are holding regular meetings. The Parent’s
Teacher’s Committee in one village got
sanction of school building on request to
the Education Department and the
Association received a copy of the
sanction order.

Young educators teaching to the children in
supplementary class with learning material

Efforts for improvement in the PDS shops: Initially, the association took 15 PDS shops of
the area for monitoring. Monitoring committees have been formed at village level – black
marketing has reduced, dealers are opening the shops in time, displaying the stock list
outside the shop and giving back the ration cards after transaction entry etc.

4

First Information Report
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Topic of the event

No of ppts

Details

Women leadership
development training

55

Provided information about role of leaders in an
organization,
planning
and
government
schemes.

Village
Assembly
Committee trainings

50

Information about PESA Act – concept of the
Act, provision of 11 listed powers, village
assembly meetings, work plan etc

Women’s Convention

110

Provided resource on gender discrimination,
health, women-police dialogue, rights of women
in property. Also, discussed issues -- equal
importance to women, witch (‘Dayan) hunting.

Lobbying and Advocacy Efforts: The leaders and workers of association handed over a
petition to the Sh. Kantilal Bhuria, Minister – tribal ministry on his visit to Kherli (of village
council Kuran in the working area of the Association). The petition was about FRA,
conversion of MADA to TADA, ensure minimum wages in NREGA works, etc. Also, did
advocacy and lobbying to the District and Block Administration about problems of people.
3.6.3 The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society: The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society is
working in 112 villages (of 36 village council area) Jhadol, Girwa and Sarada Blocks of
Udaipur District, this year 6 new villages added and they have been working on the issues of
gender equality, violence against women, women empowerment. The various issues that the
Society has been recently working on include: claiming land rights for homestead on Forest
land, implementation of the Employment Guarantee Act, Tribal Self-Rule (PESA Act),
community grazing land management etc. At present, there are 5983 members associated
with the Society.
Social Reform Committee: A “Women’s Court” started in the Society to bring quick and just
decisions in matter brought to it, by the tribal women in the area. This women’s court
operates as part of the work of the Social Reform Committee, and also, the members meet
(15/ 30 of every month) twice in a month to plan for needed changes in social customs like;
reducing expenditure of marriages, and reducing the amounts of “bride price” (dappa).
Leaders of the society and workers from other organisations reviewed the work and impact of
social reform committee and felt that people have faith in the committee, the committee
members are consulted by the police station in solving cases and committee members are
playing role in solving cases at village level as well. Suggestions made by the present
members that woman in other areas are not benefiting of justice. Need has been felt to form
one more committee in Tidi (Jawar) to cover the rest of area. The committee meets on 10th of
every month and hold meeting for solving cases. This year, 105 cases came to the
committee, out of 85 were solved and 21 are still under process. Actually 16 cases (out 21
are of loan disputes) resolved informally but it will resolved through formal legal process in
presence of police, village assembly and committee members.
Efforts under Forest Rights Act – Till now, 700 families received land titles in Jhadol
block of Udaipur district, due to efforts of the Society. The Society also helped the villagers to
find out the 5 missing files of one of the village council area. This year, 407 claims were
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submitted, out of 127 families received land rights paper, 124 are kept with the Forest Rights
Committees, 218 with SDLC and 3 are with DLC. In Jhadol area 455 claims were rejected out
of 45 families did appeal with the help of society. Upto now, 9 community rights claims were
presented to the Administration and all are kept at block level.
Under NREGA – The Society helped 2050 families to apply for work under MNREGA, people
have completed on an average of 80 days but in some panchayats (Pai, Madri) people
completed 100 days of work. 39 families got job cards. The Society helped people to get over
due payment of 5 fortnights in Pai village, two labourers of Kanthariya village received
overdue payment of last two years. Leaders of the society tried to expose corruption during
the social audit of Palawara village and District Collector enquired in the case. 3 members of
the social audit forum have been trained and participated actively in the social audit.
On the Tribal Self-Rule – the Society attempted to conduct meetings in 13 village assembly
area. These village assemblies are resolving social conflicts, liquor prohibition, submitting
proposal for development works and to develop understanding on NTFP. This year, 2 new
village assemblies were formed and foundation stones were placed at common place of the
village. One gravel road work has started after the approval of proposal from the village
assembly.
Under food security – The society did monitoring of government nurseries (anganwadi)
where improvement can be seen in providing food and other facilities to the children. 8 PDS
shops were monitored by the society leaders. The society leaders monitored mid day meal in
18 schools and quality of food has improved.
Strengthening work on Women’s Rights: Leadership trainings and study tours were
organised to create awareness about women's rights of society leaders. Also, toe society

Woman leader expressing problems before the police officer during
dialogue between Women and police

hold women dialogue with police to increase legal knowledge and sensitise police
administration. Women raised their concerns in the dialogue and decided to resolve 16 cases
of loan disputes with collaborative efforts of society and police.
As a part of strengthening the society – 275 new members have received membership of
the society, this year 12 new leaders were identified and build their capacity by providing
various platforms - meetings, trainings, conventions etc. At present, there are 87 village level,
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18 block level and 7 district level leaders working in the society. The Coordinating Committee
of the society meets once in every three months and general assembly meets every month.
This time they decided to contribute one day labour for wall construction on land of the
Society. One more social reform committee in Jawar area have been formed. Now, regular
meetings are happening in the Jawar area. Annual event ‘Jagruti Mela’ was organised in
Jawar Mata in which 400 members took part (320 women) in the event.
3.6.4 The Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association: In 1996 when the Association was
established, many tribal families in Dungarpur associated individually with the Forest Land
People’s Movement and that started them thinking that there was not just one tribal issue, but
there are many issues – and they wanted to raise those issues also, with this thought “Vagad
Labourers and Farmers Association was formed”. At present the Association is working in 9
blocks of two districts (Dungarpur and Banswara) covering 545 villages. Membership of the
Association has increased by 1657 (751 are women), and organized trainings/ camps for
leadership development. There are 14 district level leaders (5 women), 32 block level leaders
(10 women) and 64 regional level leaders (26 women) in the Association.
PESA Act: The Association is working in tribal districts of South Rajasthan. There are total
23 blocks in Rajasthan that comes under Schedule V area and out 12 are in Dungapur and
Banswara. 239 village assemblies declared themselves as village republic under PESA Act.
The Association did efforts to strengthen 120 village assemblies and decided to work on
atleast 3-4 power out of 11 listed powers in the Act. 97 village assemblies are working on
issues like; conducting regular meetings (632 meetings), training of village assembly
committee members, increase participation of women in meetings and decision making
process, preparing development plans and submitting to the village council, monitoring of
development works, resolving conflicts, social audit and control over loan, leaders are writing
the proceedings of the village assembly, on an average 30-35 people present in the village
assembly etc. 80 village assemblies are slightly weak than the mentioned above and rest of
them are just contacted 2-3 times to initiate process of declaring themselves as village
republic.
9 village assemblies declared to control over liquor consumption, control over loan, develop
understanding to work on NTFP, information about the 11 listed rights of Self-Rule to the general
public.

Forest Rights Act – The Association did efforts for proper implementation FRA. Till now,
7781 families filed individual claims and 38 villages filed community claims. A total of 2911
families received land rights papers, on an average of ½ ha (2.5 bigha) land. Appeal process
has started for the 275 rejected claims and orders received for re-examine the claims.
Leaders of the Association received information (using Right to Information) from SubDivisional Level Office (Kushalgarh block of Banswara district) about the 1144 rejected
claims. Likewise; information disseminated to the people who were not aware about the
rejection of claims.
Efforts under MNREGA - The Association did efforts with the villagers to get minimum
wages -- organised awareness journey on the occasion of World Labour Day (May 1) and
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provided information about the Act. During the awareness journey, team visited 82 villages
and met to 167 labour gang supervisors (mates5) at MNREGA worksites (of 27 village
councils in 7 blocks), team distributed pamphlets and informed the labourers about the Act,
group basis work distribution. The Association has informed the District Administration about
the shortcomings which were corrected after dialogue with the team. The Association
facilitated training for labour gang supervisors organized by the District Administration where
a total of 72 mates were trained (out of 24 were women), these mates are working on
MNREGA worksites, and people are getting better wages as a result of group basis
measurement work. People received Rs. 70-95 and even Rs. 100 in some places of the
model village councils. More than 21000 families of the area have completed 100 days of
work under MNREGA. Different rate for different measurement applied in 10 village councils.
Also, leaders of the Association helped 17650 labourers to get over due payment of work
done under MNREGA. The leaders and members of the Association actively participated in
social audit of 26 village assemblies.
17 families received unemployment allowance
The village Jagabor is habitat of 300 Bhil/ tribal families, it is situated on the border of two states
Rajasthan and Gujarat. Village can be approached with a half kuchha and half pucca road 10 kms
away from the block headquarter Bichhiwara in district Dungarpur.
This case is about the 17 families of Jagabor village, who received unemployment allowance.
When village people applied (on November 05, 2009) to the village council demanding work
under MNREGA and got receipts of applications submitted. It was mentioned in the receipt that
they can visit to the village council on November 16, 2009 and get information about allocation of
work personally or see on the information board of the village council. Also, they will be informed
about the allocation of work in writing through letter. But, they didn’t receive any information about
the allocation of work within due date. On December 01, 2009 these families raised the issue in
the village assembly and collectively wrote a application demanding unemployment allowance (as
per provision of the Act) and submitted to the Programme Officer (MNREGA) of Bichhiwara block.
On January 07, 2010 the Convener of the Vagad Labourers and Farmer’s Association forwarded
the demand application to the District Collector, Dungarpur for information and necessary action;
and requested to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to look into the matter by referring the
communication with the local administration (village council/ block). On August 12, 2010 the
Association (VMKS) blamed that employment assistant/ Secretary/ Panchayat/ Technical officer
are fully responsible in this process and demand to pay unemployment allowance to the
labourers.
On August 30, 2010, Additional District Programme Coordinator and Chief Programme Officer
(MNREGA) issued a letter (In reply of the demand) to make payment of unemployment allowance
to the 17 labourers deducting from the salary of Secretary of village council.

5

Mate: Labour gang supervisor appointed to supervise the MNREGA work and enter in muster roll for payment.
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The Association wait for reaction from the village council but the payment was not made even
after passage of due date. The Association again raised demand of unemployment allowance to
the District Collector and District Administration, in reply to the demand the Additional District
Programme Coordinator (MNREGA) and CEO, District Council issued an order on November 04,
2010 referring to the earlier communication that the said (listed in the letter) 17 families were not
employed for 13 days and as per Act, they are eligible for the unemployment allowance (Rs. 25
per day). Also, the amount should be deducted from the salary of the Secretary, Village Council.
Ultimately, the payment was made in December 2011.

The Association got identity at district as well as block level; 12 male and 2 female leaders of
the Association become mate (labour gang supervisor) are applying the things according to
spirit of the Act. District Collector open special counter at district level for application (if there
is problem at village council level) and started helpline. Leaders of the Association has raised
questions during the social audit and village council displayed information through wall
writing, boards at worksites, decrease in dummy job cards, manipulation in material etc.
Gram Ganrajya Sammelan: The Association celebrated the Day of Village Republic (Gram
Ganrajya) – enactment of PESA Act as annual convention. Two big events were organised

District Collector, Dungarpur putting views before the members present in the gram ganrajya sammelan

(one in Dungarpur and one in Banswara) in the working are of the Association. A total of
2755 (865 are women) were present in these events. These conventions are platforms for
exchange of experience on the implementation of PESA Act. Resource persons Sh. B.D.
Sharma and Sh. Dilip Singh Bhuriya expressed their views about importance of village
assemblies in PESA Act.
3.6.5 The Jarga Area Development Society: The Jarga Area Development Society was
established in 1997, with the objective to help the tribals in Kumbalgarh block of district
Rajsamand and to ensure the rights of unorganised tribals in the area of “Jarga”. The tribal of
this area are cut off from the mainstream of development, because of lack of education and
awareness. This area has large tribal population, unlike the rest of Rajsamand District, and
the difficult and remote geography has contributed to the lack of attention to the tribal issues
there. The society was formed – to strengthen the position and knowledge of the tribal people
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of the area, about laws, schemes, and to access the resources and benefits that are
available for them. The society is working in 139 villages of 27 village councils and having
6334 members out of 815 are women. There are 12 leaders (4 women) of village council
level and 1 man leader of block level competencies.
Efforts for Forest Rights Act: The society did efforts with the people to get land rights
papers, society received information about 466 rejected claims. Special village assemblies
were organised for proper implementation of FRA and 640 claims were presented from 5
village council areas. Displacement by the Forest Department was stopped with the help
media. 28 claims were undergone for appeal process to the Sub-Divisional level committee,
out these 9 claims was accepted by the Administration and application filed to receive copy of
decision for 19 rejected claims. Leaders of the society participated in the special village
assembly meetings which were organized by the Administration to write proposal about the
rejected claims.
MNREGA: 5 days awareness march was organized in the 21 work sites of 18 village
councils, where 888 labourers were contacted and informed about the social audit, payment
system, facilities at work sites, measurement system etc. Team created awareness through
songs, pamphlets, dialogue.
Women Empowerment: Two events -- Women awareness camp and Women Convention
were organised in which 60 and 112 women participated respectively. These women have
discussion about the condition of women in the society - gender discrimination, health, rights
on property. Also, discussion happened to appoint 50% women as labour gang supervisor
under MNREGA.
Seven months girls’ education camp was completed in April 2010. 50 girls took part and
out of 35 girls’ got the competency level of class 5th and 13 got competency level of
class 3rd. Two government teachers’ took exam of the girls. These girls will continue their
study in the regular government schools.
Leadership Training: Two days leadership training was organized with participation of 48
leaders and youths. They did analysis of socio-economic, education and political condition of
tribal and all participants emphasized to collectively work to change conditions of tribals in the
area.
Legal Aid Camp: Legal Aid Camp was organised to create awareness among leaders and
members. Aim of the camp was to develop understanding on objectives of the organisation,
provide basic information about fundamental rights in the Constitution, about police
proceedings. 28 leaders (including 3 women) participated in the camp.
Lobbying and Advocacy Efforts: The leaders and workers of the Association handed over
a petition to the Chief Minister and Central minister - Rural Development on their visit to
Kumbhalgarh (of Rajsamand district). The petition was about proper implementation of FRA,
ensure minimum wages in MNREGA works, etc. Also, leaders did advocacy and lobbying to
the District and Block Administration for the problems of people. Awareness journey moved in
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21 worksites of 18 village councils and hold direct discussion with the labourers and check
the availability of facilities on worksites.

3.7 People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit: Astha has initiated the work of
education by introducing short term literacy courses. Objective of the People’s Education and
Cultural Resource Unit (PECRU) is to educate the leaders of the POs and elected PRI
members; intervene for policy change in quality education. Astha’s base work was in Kotra
block, where women literacy was less than 3%. Although, women leadership was strong but
we felt that it can be stronger if women leaders become literate. Illiteracy bounds the
capacities of leaders and face problems many times. The PECR Unit has developed
condensed residential course, and have proved extremely effective in enabling the women
leaders to pick up functional literacy skills at about a fifth class level.
Second main activity of the Unit was to run seven months residential course for the tribal girls
of the age 9-14 years, who never went to school education or drop out. Earlier, this course
was supported by the government’s Lok Jumbish Project and later, People’s Organisation Tribal Development Forum continues this activity in the Kotra block. The objective behind
organising this activity is to prepare the tribal girls for formal education so that they can
continue their studies in the government schools. During the reporting period the Unit did
efforts on the education are as follows:
Literacy Camps: The Unit organized a
series of literacy camps (new and followups of early camps) for the leaders of the
People’s Organization and elected
women representatives. These leaders
were told about the outline of the
programme
and
their
level
of
understanding was assessed as baseline.
After completing a series of camps, they
learnt reading and writing, framing
sentences, knowledge of numbers,
counting,
tables,
addition
and
subtractions, keep record of small
expenditures etc.

Tribal woman leader practicing during the literacy camp

Initially, the literacy course was planned for 100 participants but 4 participants did not take
part due to personal reasons. 96 women leaders continued with the series of literacy camps,
their capacities assessed in the two days follow-up meeting and discussed about the learning
in camps. 18 leaders completed the first stage of literacy camps. Now, they are able to read
small stories, newspaper, able to write letter. Also, they can do small calculations (addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. 26 participants gained middle level competencies –
they can read and write words and small sentences. And can do small calculations.
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• 52 participants gained basic level competencies – they can identify letters and write it.
Also, identify counting upto 100 and write short words and their own names.
Literacy camp for elected women representatives: Unit members gave resource and
resource material provided to the agency (Sohard, Alwar) for training of educators
(Anudeshak). Further, they will educate 100 elected women representatives. Literacy camps
didn’t take place as planned due to non-availability of list of illiterate EWRs.
Girls’ Education Camps: Two of the condensed residential education camps for the tribal
girls’ of the age between 9 to 14 years were completed in April 2010. Teachers from the
education department were invited to take exams of the girls. A total of 101 girls took part
in the camps and out of 57 girls gain competency level of class 5th and 40 gain
competency level of class 3rd and 7 girls were absent in both the camps. Unit also did
efforts with the People’s Organization in Kotra area (Tribal Development Forum in
collaboration with the education department) to increase nomination of children into schools,
347 children were nominated in the school.
Cultural Team: The Unit has prepared cultural team who was engaged in different
awareness programme like; cultural programme on right to education in the 30 villages of
selected schools, appealing to parents do not send children for child labour and mainstream
the children to the school. Also, the cultural team moved with the awareness journey
(Mazdoor Haq Yatra) in different districts of Southern Rajasthan during September 15 –
October 02, 2010 to create awareness among the community about the MNREGA.
Field innovation with the Tribal Children and community: A model was evolved as a part
of Supplementary Support to the Education System and is being tested at 15 villages each in
Kotra block of Udaipur district and Bali block of Pali district. Through this model 1382 primary
school children are being provided with additional support of two hours other then the school
hours in their education through a well though strategy evolved by critically thinking
understanding the activity based teaching model. Education level of children has improved
and teachers were also regularised as a result of these efforts. The children of village centres
have been attending the centres regularly and the learning levels of the children have gone
up. The teaching – learning in these centres is done through group teaching method. The
children are divided into three groups based on their learning levels.
Participation of village people in the monthly meetings has increased in 30 intervention
villages. Now, a bit of initial discussions about the progress of the children have also started
happening in these meetings. The community member took an active initiative in getting their
village government school reopened. This school was closed down by the government under
the ‘generalisation’. The community members wrote a letter to the BEEO and persuaded the
matter till the school was reopened.
In another incidence the community members caught the government teacher when he was
misplacing 50 Kgs of wheat from the mid day meal material. The community members
registered an FIR against the teacher. This has set an example in the region for those doing
corruption in the mid day meal.
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Training of young educators: 4 days training was organized for the young educators who
are engaged for the selected 30 government primary schools – to train them on the different
practical ways to teach children. Also, training was organized for the lady teachers of the
condensed course camps. The young educators (60) are local youths selected to provide
additional support to the primary schools and they are also appearing in the class 10 exams,
the Unit is supporting them to continue their own study alongwith the support to the schools.
Unit has organised special academic classes to provide guidance and support the young
educators to complete their studies. 7 has cleared class 10th exams and 3 cleared class 12th
exams, rest will clear in the next attempt. The young educators have comparatively increased
grasp over the theories and methods of activity based teaching – learning. They have
understood the structure of group based classrooms and all of them are now teaching in
groups.
Other activities:
Workshop on story preparation: This workshop was organized with the lady teachers of
the girls’ education camps of Kotra and Kelwara. Understanding has been developed on –
why there is need of storytelling, what are sources of good stories, how to tell story in a
effective manner, how to prepare stories for the children etc
Creative Workshop: 4 days long
creativity workshop was organised for
the children of Astha staff (65) and 30
children selected from the 15 schools
of Kotra area. Objective of the
workshop was to develop creativity,
written and oral expression skills in
the children. Different activities – story
writing, prepare play on the basis of
story, prepare scene from clay,
preparing newspaper etc.
Girls of education camp engaged in creativity activity

Children Fair: Children fairs were
organised with the help of POs (Kotra and Bali). These fairs are open platforms for the
children of the area to express, learn and share experiences before the huge audience
without hesitation. 400 children in Kotra and 300 children in Bali area participated in these
fairs.
The Unit member participated in the state level dialogue on Right to Education Bill 2009. A
team of 19 people from Centre for Women’s Development, Jharkhand visited to Astha’s
efforts towards the education in the tribal area and learnt about how to involve community.

3.8 The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre: BARC continued with analyzing the state
budget from the perspective of poor and marginalized. The State Budget 2011-12 has been
analyzed and data and analysis have been provided to media and MLAs. The analysis is also
being published in April-June 2011 issue of the Budget Samachar, our quarterly news letter.
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Monitoring the Eleventh Five Year Plan in the State: BARC has been monitoring the 11th
Five Year Plan of Rajasthan. Both financial and physical and human development related
targets of the Plan have been monitored in the study with help of latest data on plan and
socio-economic indicators available from various government agencies. The evaluation study
has been continuously revised with available latest data from the Planning Department, GoR,
the State Budget and other related government documents. The study has been uploaded on
BARC’s website and has been used by MLAs and the Media persons.
Budget Advocacy: Increased Allocation to TSP and SC-SP: BARC, with many other
organizations, continued to advocating with MLAs to raise the issue of lower allocation to
TSP and SC-SP and to increase the fund available for the two sub-Plans. We have also been
demanding transparent reporting in relation to the Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) and the Scheduled
Caste Sub-Plan (SC-SP). The Rajasthan Government in its latest budget has considerably
increased the allocation to the two sub-Plans, though it is still lower than the proportion of the
two communities in the state population. The government has also opened the Minor Heads
for the two sub-Plans under some new departments/Major Heads, including Energy
Department, which spends more than 40% of the total Plan allocation of the state
government. This will certainly enhance the transparency of the government budget and it will
be easy to monitor the two sub-Plans in these new departments.
Research Study: During the last year BARC conducted the following studies:
Transparency in State Budget: This study was conducted in collaboration of CBGA, New
Delhi and state level budget groups in the country. The study sought to examine how
transparent is state budget vs. a vs. eight parameters of transparency in state budget. The
study emphasizes the significance of the legislature, media and general public as key
stakeholders and draws attention to budgetary strategies relating to disadvantaged sections
of the population and budget practices pertaining to fiscal decentralization. The study was
conducted in 10 states, including Rajasthan. Factsheets on Transparency in Rajasthan
Budget and Transparency in State Budgets in India, based on the study have been prepared
and published, and are also available on BARC’s website. BARC also published Hindi
translation of the factsheets.
Box: 1 Good Practices and Gaps in Budget Transparency in Rajasthan: Finding from the Study
of Transparency in State Budget
The assessment of transparency in the Budget of Rajasthan has identified a number of good practices
and also found some major gaps in terms of ensuring public access to budget information that need to
be addressed by the State Government. These are:
Good practices:
•

The budget documents provide complete information on government expenditures and receipts
during the fiscal year 2009-10. The budget documents for 2009-10 provide complete information
on government expenditures and receipts during the fiscal year 2008-09 and 2007-08.
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•

Some of the budget and other related documents include a discussion of the relevant policy goals
or priorities of the State Government.

Gaps in Budget Transparency:
•

The budget documents do not provide a detailed classification of government expenditures and
receipts breaking it down in terms of different administrative units (departments).

•

The documents related to the budget do not share information on funds received by the State from
the Union Government or external agencies, which are routed outside the State Treasury and
hence not reflected in the State Budget.

•

The budget documents do not inform about the estimated amount of revenue foregone by the
State Government for reasons such as tax exemptions.

•

The State Treasury is not linked to the internet.

•

The State Government does not present to the legislature any document outlining the MoUs
signed by the State over the last one year.

•

The documents related to the budget do not provide much information on Women’s Component
Plan / Gender Budgeting.

•

The State Government does not explain clearly the basis on which various departments are
reporting allocations under Scheduled Caste Sub Plan and Tribal Sub Plan.

•

It does not prepare any separate document outlining allocations for rural local bodies (RLBs) and
urban local bodies (ULBs).

•

The budget documents do not provide information on the district-wise breakup of allocations and
expenditures from the State Budget of Rajasthan.

A Study of Panchayat Finances in Rajasthan: BARC is conducting a preliminary study on
Panchayat finances in the state in partnership of Local Self Governance (LSG) Unit, Astha,
Udaipur and other organisations. The
Panchayats have a constitutional
The Rajasthan Government has considerably
increased the allocation to TSP and SC-SP in
mandates to prepare their annual
Budget 2011-12. It has also opened the Minor
budgets as well as plan for the overall
Heads for the two sub-Plans under new
development of their areas. However,
departments/Major Heads, including the Energy
as the studies suggest and actual field
Department, which spends more than 40 % of
the total Plan allocation of the government.
level experiences tell us these two
basic functions are not being fulfilled by
the panchayats due to various reasons. Therefore, this study proposes to gauge the actual
situation at the ground pertaining to the fiscal decentralization and panchayat finances. This
will also inform the training needs of the elected panchayat representatives regarding the
panchayat budget and planning. The data collection for the study has been completed and
the report is being prepared.
We also started two new studies during the year, for which data collection work has been
completed and report is being prepared:
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State of Education in Tribal Areas: The study focuses on the educational facilities and
infrastructure available to the tribal children in the tribal districts of southern Rajasthan, in
context of the Right to Education Act.
MNCs in Agriculture in Rajasthan: A Study of Golden Rays Scheme in Tribal Areas of
Rajasthan: The study takes up the issue of the government’s agreement with the private
agro-corporations, particularly with the Monsanto, whose seeds are being distributed by the
government under the Scheme Golden Rays in the tribal districts of the state, and focuses on
its impacts on agriculture in the state.
Conference on Agriculture in Rajasthan: It is clear by now, that the globalized privatized
liberalized economic policies adopted by the government have had a devastating effect on
the agriculture sector. (Very recently the state government, continuing with these policies,
has signed agreements with the agro major Monsanto and other seed companies, full
implications of which are being studied.) Food security is a big issue, for a number of
reasons, and one of them is the crisis in agriculture. In order to highlight this situation, and to
identify possible solutions, BARC organized a Conference on Rajasthan Agriculture. More
than 25 research papers were presented in the conference. The demand for a state-specific
agriculture policy was raised in the “Recommendation from the Agriculture Conference” which
emerged out of this exercise. The issues of sustainable agriculture, women farmers,
agriculture policy were highlighted in the recommendation paper. The Recommendations
were sent to concerned government departments and various members of state Assembly.
Panchayat Budget: Panchayat finances and planning is one of the focus areas of BARC.
We continued working on panchayat budget by initiating a study of panchayat budget in four
districts of Rajasthan during the last year. BARC also started provided resource on
panchayat budget in various capacity building programmes for the elected representatives of
the PRIs organized by other organizations. The PRIs has assumed even greater importance
now in Rajasthan, as last year the state government fully devolved the funds, functions and
functionaries related to the five crucial subjects – Agriculture, Primary Education, Women
and Child Development, Social Justice and Empowerment and Medical and Public Health –
to the PRIs. We plan to work extensively with PRIs and organization working with PRIs in
coming years.
Collaboration and Networking: BARC has always worked closely with the NGOs and
People’s Organisation in the state. We continued our networking and collaborative efforts by
organizing issue based meetings and regional level workshops with various partner
organizations like Centre for Dalit Rights, Dalit Arthik Adhikar Andolan, Resource Institute for
Human Rights, Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti, Astha, Udaipur, Simant Kisan Sahyog Sansthan,
Jaisalmer etc. Collaborations have also been made with various grass root organizations in
conducting field level micro studies. BARC team has also provided resource in various
workshops organized by various organizations in the state.
New initiatives in networking have been made with other Budget Centres in country,
particularly, with the Centre for Budget and Governance Accountability, New Delhi.
Collaborative studies have been taken up – namely ‘Transparency in State Budget’ in which
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Budget Study Centres from 10 states participated. Factsheets on Transparency in State
Budget have been prepared in Hindi and English, based on the study. BARC also provided
support to CBGA in ‘Gender Budget Analysis of ICDS in Rajasthan’.
BARC as Resource Centre: As stated above, one of the roles BARC assumes is to be a
Resource Centre for the
NGOs/ POs, as well as
Major Achievements during the Year
the journalists, MLAs, and
• Increased allocation to TSP and SC-SP by the government
the public at large. The
• Opening of Minor Heads under more departments/Major Head
Centre was set up to
• BARC came out with three new publications and two
provide
high
quality
factsheets
research
data
and
• Strenthened networking and collaboration with NGO/POs in
analysis
to
support
the state and budget groups across the country
advocacy efforts. During
• Organising Conference on Agriculture in Rajasthan and
Regional Confernces on budget issues, reaching out to
the
year,
we
have
various NGOs/POs, academics, journalists.
provided support to the
• Considerable space in media highliting BARC’s analysis and
Satyagarh organized by
views.
Suchna Eyam Rozgar
Abhiyan
to
demand
minimum wages for MNREGA workers, to the public hearing on tribal issues organized by the
Rajasthan Adivasi Adhikar Manch; have provided budget and other data to MKSS, Rajasthan
Adivasi Adhikar Manch, Astha, Udaipur etc.

Beside, most of the studies conducted by BARC have been in collaboration with various
NGOs/POs. We collaborated with various units of Astha and associated people’s
organizations while conducting the studies. And as mentioned above, the workshops and
issue based meetings as well as meeting with state MALs have been organized in
partnership of various organizations in the state.

4.0 DOCUMENTATION AND PUBLICATIONS: The Resource Units of Astha has published
brochures, pamphlets, and newsletters on various issues:
PamphletsAppeal to attend village assemblies, information about village assembly, information about
Panchayati Raj Act and amendments, role of women in PRIs; ‘Right to Information’, “Motana”
(cruel tradition of revenge).
Newsletters-

"Panch Parvaz" - the subject of panchayati raj / local self governance.

-

“Ekal Nari Ki Awaj (Voice of Single Women) covering different issues – MNREGA,
domestic violence, situation of widow pension etc, which help the members to get
latest updates.

-

Budget Samachar (Analysis of State Budget and its impact on poor community)
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-

‘Sajha Sangarsh’ (Joint Struggle) – share of work of National Forum for Single
Women among the member states, to convey the national movement to the general
members of the People’s Organisations and use for advocacy

Booklets“Social life of tribal in Southern Rajasthan” is booklet about life speciality of tribal
community, so that the youth can understand it and conserve it. Also, helpful to social
worker to understand the different aspects of the tribal community.
Rights and duties of Village Council Chairperson/ Ward Panch, Main work and powers
of Village Council;
Astha’s efforts on ‘PESA’ – booklet about work of Astha on PESA at grass root level.
‘Credit to Agriculture Sector’ and ‘Status of Food Security and related schemes in
Rajasthan
Introduction to Budget Analysis Work
Transparency in Rajasthan Budget (Hindi translation of the Factsheets)
‘Transparency in State Budgets in India’ based on the collaborative study of
transparency in state budgets by CBGA and state level budget analysis organizations
across 10 states

5.0 SUPPORT UNITS
5.1 Administrative Support Unit: The Administrative Support Unit extends its support and
nurtures the Resource Units of Astha and People’s Organisations associated with Astha, with
administrative services. The Unit is based at Central Office constituting of accounts section,
computer section and support staff.
Account and Finance: Astha has a policy of preparing a budget stating the activities to be
carried out, the estimated expenditure on those activities and the sources from which the
amount will generated. The exercise of preparing the budget begins at the grass root level,
where the POs assess their funds requirement and send to their respective Programme
Coordinator. Programme Coordinator discusses with the unit staff and accounts department
and scrutiny the proposed activities and amount. The accounts department consolidate and
submit to the Coordinating Director to get approval from Executive Council. Team conduct
activities according to the approved budget and submit expenditure bills.
Astha have bank accounts in the places of branch offices, in which we transfer money as
advance to make expenditure on the basis of demand made by the branch office. They
conduct activities, prepare and submit expenditure statements on monthly basis and report
back to Udaipur Central Office, where respective programme coordinator review and
approved the expenditure and accounted against the advance. Astha produce annual
accounts/ institutional audits.
The staff members are from commerce background and have experience in accounting of
development work. Astha maintains computerized books of accounts using Tally accounting
software since last 4-5 years. Accounts clerks are placed in Dungarpur, Kotra, Kota branch
offices to take care of daily transactions and do accounting in branch offices. Whereas
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Jaipur, Rajsamand, Bali and other branch offices submit their bills and statements on monthly
basis. The Finance and Accounts coordinator (accounts department) do monitoring of all
branch offices from Central Office Udaipur. Time-to-time visit of accounts staff to the branch
offices to extend required support.
Internal auditor has appointed since last two years, accounts department is amending its
system according to the suggestions made by the auditors. This year, Astha consolidated its
account manual and statutory auditor has refined the draft manual.
Human Resource Development:
Recruitment, staff development and procedures for staff appraisal:
Vacant positions are being advertised in newspapers, periodicals, jobseekers websites;
inviting application and select through recruitment process e.g. written test, personal
interview etc. Person who visit the office in between posted advertisements, are asked to
leave their bio data, and these are kept in a file. When a vacancy occurs, aside from new
applicants responding to advertisements, possible candidates who have left their bio data
earlier are also invited for interview.
We do try to improve the capacities of workers, and believe, from experience, in the following
strategies: exposure visits, training programmes and workshops, mentoring by an
experienced worker, reading relevant materials, “learning by doing”, and involvement in
programmes organized by resource persons. These approaches are part of the staff
development of all staff – the organisation assesses the capacities of staff at different level
like; management, administrative and programme/ project staff.
Staff appraisal happens on annually and being review on the basis of performance and work
efficiency by a committee of persons who know the work of the worker. There is a written
self-assessment form for the worker to fill in, and this filled form forms the basis for the
discussion around the workers’ appraisal. Good/satisfactory workers get benefit in the form of
promotion / increments. Average salary of staff positioned at different level is given in the
table below. There is no discrimination in salary of male and female for same positions.
Social benefits:
Organisation follows all legal requirement as part of social benefits according to government
legislation for staff like; PF, Gratuity, Maternity Leave. The organization has a Staff Welfare
Fund, from which the workers benefit in relation to: accident Insurance, medical expenditures
assistance for self and family dependents, low-interest loan facility, hire-purchase two
wheeler facility, interest free loan for purchase of food grain at the time of harvest, tax
deducted at the source (TDS) for the party payment come under the TDS limit.
Organisation's policy for the promotion of female staff:
Astha’s policy is to try and find the best person possible for each and every post or job within
Astha. We do keep an eye on gender when we hire a worker, and if a man and a woman
candidate are equal, we would select the woman. But if they are not equal, we would select
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the best person for the job, although the person may be male. Once in the organization,
persons with ability are given the chance to take on greater responsibilities in Astha. As
stated above, we would like 50% of the Astha staff to be women. In the work we do with
women in the field, we definitely take women staff, and we give them exposure and
opportunities for training and upgrading their skills. But we do so for male workers too. There
is no discrimination in salary of male and female for same positions.
Astha has some special provisions for women workers – there are 2 staff residential quarters
at the Training Centre, given on preference to women staff living away from their home;
there is a Sexual Harassment at the Workplace Committee.
Staff Capacity Building: Organisation assesses the capacities of staff at different level like;
management, administrative and programme/ project staff. Staff have been send to capacity
building events; trainings, workshop, seminars and exposure visits.
Staff Camp: A three days staff camp was organized with the objective to enhance the
capacities of the total staff of Astha, where the work of Astha shared with the staff members,
current issues and decide future strategy. This year climate change, inflation were highlighted
in the staff camp.

Staff Capacity building event - a scene of staff camp

Impact Monitoring Workshops: Astha staff members took part in Impact monitoring
workshops (2 nos), that were organised by DanChurchAid (DCA) for develop understanding
on impact monitoring and how it is important in assessing impact of work towards community.
Participants from different partner organizations presented their existing monitoring
mechanism, methods of monitoring the programme & activities and how impact monitoring
can be the part of regular monitoring process. Also, discuss the structure of the report for
future reporting.
Workshop of Sexual Harassment and workplace and Domestic Violence: A two days
workshop was organized for the Astha Staff in association with the MARG for clear
understating and legal aspects on Sexual Harassment at workplace and Domestic Violence.
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CASH and Gender Committees already exist in the Astha. MARG agreed to prepare
organization’s policy on CASH, which is at present in the draft form.
5.2 Documentation Support Unit:
The Documentation Support Unit is rendering support to fulfill the objectives of Astha. It is
providing resource material and support in the activities of Astha. The Unit has two parts:
a) The Library: It procures material related to social, cultural and development like;
reports, books, reference material, journals, newsletter. Readers from different
sections – MSW students, B.Ed., M.B.A., persons in exposure visits from other
organizations used the resource material available with the Unit. This year
documentation support unit prepared posters on different aspects: 'Motana' (revenge)
- A cruel tradition, PESA Act, minor Forest Produce, Right to Education, Right to
Information, Handover of five department to PRI, NREGA and Forest Rights.
b) The Audio-visual: This section is collection of photographs of the work of Resource
Unit and People’s Organisations in the field, training, workshops, conference,
convention etc. It procures audio, visuals in the form of DVDs/ CVDs.
5.3 Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Support Unit: Each Resource Unit and PO
associated with Astha begins its planning 5-6 months before the previous plan period ends.
Activity Plans made for 3 years or more are based on one-year plans, and budgets are
formulated with additions for inflation expansion, etc, for the remaining years.
Budgets are reviewed and revised annually, and while Astha is committed to not exceed its
budget, it does revise expenditures under various heads. Plans for change in activities and/or
budget are first submitted to the Coordinating Director, who, if convinced of the need for
change, then places it before the Core Team for its approval. If the Core Team approves,
then the changes are placed before the Executive Committee for its approval.
The Core Team meets at least once a month and this team suggests any change in focus
within Astha. POs have their own monthly planning and review meetings, and, in addition,
Astha and PO functionaries along with Sanchalak Mandal meet regularly to plan for each
successive month and to review the work of the previous month.
Once every 3 months, the programme direction team meets with about 25 senior staff
representing each PO, each Resource Unit and each Support Unit and they share
information systematically with written reports.
5.4 Astha Training Centre: The training centre is a facility – social development teams
books the Centre, and come and hold their residential training programmes there. Two or
three programme can be accommodated at one time. This facility is used to strengthen the
capacities of grassroots workers and those working with poor, exploited and marginalized.
Action teams come to learn about the law, advocacy, and decision-making structures. Health,
literacy, communal harmony, and food security; budget analysis, gender biases, and drought
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relief; soil and water conservation etc – trainees/ participants work on all kinds of issues, and
skills of various kinds are acquired there.
During the year a total of 192 events (training/ workshops/ meetings) were held in the Astha
Training Centre. Out of 76% are of Astha’s training and rest of days used by the other civil
society organizations, on an average of 30 participants per event. The training centre was
engaged for 460 workdays – almost throughout year.
No of events

Astha’s

Others

Participants

192

153

39

5685

Training centre is moving towards financial self sufficiency – it is meeting the 80% of
budgeted cost.

6.0 BUDGET ANALYSIS:
The Following table and graphs showing utilization of Budget and Expenses with respect to
programme and administration cost.
Head

Budget

Programme Cost
Administration Cost

39009853
4945393

Expenses

Utilisation % age

36771708
4620290

94.26
93.42

Budget
Administration
Cost
11.25%

Programme
Cost
88.75%

Expenses
Administration
Cost
11.16%

Programme
Cost
88.84%
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7.0 IMPACT – OUTPUTS AND OUTCOMES, KEY ACHIEVEMENTS, AND
OBSERVATION
Forest Rights Act: This year, 16,024 individual families received land titles in Rajasthan
[Till now, 30,195 (out of these, 28,662 are from areas of Astha’s work], on an average 2.5
bigha of land recorded in the land right paper and approximately 1200 rejected claims again
have gone into the appeal process. The Sub-Divisional Committee and District Level
Committee accepted their mistake that in some cases, the claims were illegally rejected and
they allowed the families to again file their claim. Also, 3 villages received community forest
rights is important and we can say this is beginning.
Issue of enquiry of 30 thousand rejected claims was raised through newspaper (Rajasthan
Patrika) and thereafter the Tribal Commissioner issued an order to settle them by organising
a special campaign. During the Forest Right Convention (organised during the Mazdoor Haq
Satyagrah) a team of representatives met to the Principal Secretary and Forest Secretary
and handed over a petition regarding settlement of individual claims during the Administration
Camps in Villages (Prashasan Gaon Ke Sang) Campaign and a special order was issued in
this regard.
PESA Act: Astha and associated POs filed a writ petition in the Rajasthan High Court to
pressurise the relevant department of state government for framing rules for proper
implementation of the PESA Act. This year, state government host a national level workshop
on PESA (representatives from 5 states took part) and government invited suggestions on
the drafted rules. Also, National Institute of Rural Development (NIRD) initiated process of
preparing training manual on PESA Act.
NREGA: Issue of NREGA raised during the ‘Satyagrah’ was taken seriously by the Central
Ministry and NAC process started in this regard; faith has developed after written assurance
with the government representatives, the state government implemented e-muster roll and
group card system to ensure transparency and justice to the labour, complaints have been
resolved during the ‘Satyagrah’.
Astha in association with the state level Right to Information and Employment Campaign
(Rozgar Evam Suchana Ka Adhikar Abhiyan) was engaged in the 47 days long ‘Satyagarh’
before the state Secretariat – demanding linking the minimum wages with inflation and after
negotiation with the government representatives, the government finally agreed to act upon
the demand. This decision will benefit more than 60 lakhs MNREGA labourers with additional
income of Rs. 19 (as minimum wage rise from Rs. 100 to Rs. 119) in Rajasthan. Another
grassroot level incident -- 17 families of Jagabor village (Bichhiwara Panchayat Samiti,
district Dungarpur) of the Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association working area, got an
order from the District Collector that the MNREGA works employer – the government person
responsible – had to pay “the unemployment allowance” according to the Act! The
implementing agency was penalized, and the amount paid to the labourers was deducted
from the salary of village council Secretary. The penalty was for not providing work within 15
days of the demand of work.
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Some of them are -- accept suggestion to hold such dialogue in every district, details of work
carried out should display through wall writing government (issued orders to display the
information (through wall writing in public place) of work carried out by the village councils –
labour, material including quantity, jobcard wise etc.) before social audit, etc.
Women Empowerment:
• About the reach of the Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan – it has expanded

to 122 blocks of 30 districts in Rajasthan state and 35,070 women are paid-up life
members.
• About the strength of the Association – it has registered body named “Ekal Nari Shakti

Sansthan” which prepares proposals and submits to donor agencies and government
agencies to raise funds for the Association.
• About the cases of land rights – This year the Association has received 93 cases of single

women and out of these, 45 cases were resolved successfully. The Association members
helped 114 single women to get their rights over their deceased husband’s property.
• Also, the Association received 225 cases of physical exploitation, mental and sexual

harassment, and out of these, 130 cases were resolved.
• Widows broke the cruel customs and attended the marriages of their own children, Block

Committee Members started wearing colourful clothes, pasting bindis on their foreheads
etc
• Work with the single women expanded and strengthen in other states and formation of

National Forum for Single Women Rights is platform to raise the issue at national level
and to include in national agenda.
Education Initiatives: Education initiatives by Astha with the leaders of POs, EWRs and
tribal children. A total of 103 tribal girls, age 9-14, took part in the condensed residential 7month schooling course. At the end of the course, 68 girls have competency level of class 5th
and 33 girls have competency level of class 3rd. A summer camp was organized to create
awareness about education, and more than 1000 students took part in the camps. Later, 215
children were enrolled in school. Discussions were held in the meetings of the Parent’s
Teachers Association to regularize 5 irregular schools.
Work with PRIs: The Unit is working with the EWRs of weaker section (women candidates
from poor, marginalised, exploited category) to improve their life style through panchayat.
EWRs are inviting, conducting and chairing the panchayat meetings and participating in
decision making process with common consensus of other panchayat representatives and
people. 41 EWRs become literate as efforts of the Unit. Idea of panch-sarpanch association
floated in state and encouraged other voluntary organisations to promote EWRs to become
member of the Association. This process is ongoing in 43 blocks of Rajasthan.
Work with Migrant Labourers: Many tribal people of the South Rajasthan use to migrate in
the neighbouring state Gujarat to work in construction sites and farmland. These migrants
faced unnecessary harassment and exploitation by farmland owners, contractors and police.
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Astha (Tribal Development Forum) took initiative – written agreement with the farmland
owners, establishing check post, issuing identity cards etc to protect these migrant labourers.
This year, 194 labourers were appointed with such written agreements between labourers
and farmland owners. There were 63 children grabbed from the mates and registered 5
cases against the driver, mates and patel.
Convergence of government scheme: Astha and People’s Organisations played significant
role for convergence of government’s programme / schemes. Special efforts devoted during
the Administration towards Villages (Prshashan Gaon Ke Sangh) campaign to get people for
applying in various pension schemes (Widow, Oldage, handicapped), necessary certificates
(death, caste, residence), other benefits (repair of handpumps, installation of new
handpumps)
Scheme

No. of participants

Widow pension
Old age pension
Palanhar Scheme
Residence Certificate (Mool Niwas)
Death certificate
Caste Certificate
Pension to physically handicapped
Pannadhay Scheme
Pension to deserted women
Include name in BPL list
Widow re-marriage
Re-open of land settlement account
Helpless child home scheme
Agriculture compensation
Health card
Support to helpless persons
Women benefited from Safe Institutional Delivery Scheme
(Janani Suraksha Yojana)
Women benefited from Family Planning Scheme
Well Deepening
Handpump installation new + repair

1940
2335
326
1006
1010
1458
376
176
69
966
8
948
881
1100
757+1730
207+10
41+21

Cases of Violence against women - Physical assault
- Mental torturer
- Sexual

96 (54 solved)
98 (74 solved)
18 (10 solved)

Land related cases

112 (86 settled)

Police cases
- Violence against women
- Land related
- Others
Support to the accidental person (Injured Rs. 5000 + on
death Rs. 20,000)

25
10
2 + 17

128
28
34
25
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Addition No.1
PROGRESS REPORT OF THE PROGRESS ON ACHIEVING THE MILESTONES OUTLINES IN FEBRUARY 2009
Outcomes that potentially will contribute to policy and

Milestones of progress towards the outcome

practice changes

1. By 31.03.2012, 15,000 scheduled Tribe and
Forest Dwellers families, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,
Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,
Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted their

By 31.03.2011, 12,000 scheduled Tribe and Forest
Dwellers families, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,
Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,
Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted their

By March 2011: This year 16,024 (30,195 in total till
now) scheduled Tribe and Forest Dwellers families,
in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh, Rajsamand, Udaipur,
Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi, Pali, Baran, Bhilwara)

individual rights (titles) over forest and homestead
land. Titles will be in the name of women and men
both.

individual rights (titles) over forest and homestead will have been granted their individual rights (titles)
land. Titles will be in the name of women and men over forest and homestead land. Titles are in the
both.
name of women and men both.

2. By 31.03.2012, 520 villages, with approximately
150,000 inhabitants, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,
Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,
Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted
community rights (access and control) over
community forest.

By 31.03.2011, 250 villages, with approximately
70,000 inhabitants, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,
Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,
Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted
community rights (access and control) over
community forest.

By 31.03.2010, more than 200 community rights
claims were presented, but till end of March 2011
only 3 villages received land title (in Bhilwara
district). Although, it is clearly mentioned in the Act
but the Administration is not taking so much of
interest in processing the community claims. Astha
alongwith the Forestland People’s movement will do
more work on it in near future.

3. By 31.03.2012, 480,000 families will get an
additional income of INR 2,000 from the MNREGA
due to the training provided by Astha in 3 Districts
(Dungarpur, Sirohi, Rajsamand) to 12,000 Site
Supervisors (Mates) who will ensure that the new
measurement rules will be implemented. Total
additional income for these 480,000 families per
annum is 960 million INR.

By 31.03.2011, 320,000 families will get an
additional income of INR 2,000 from the MNREGA
due to the training provided by Astha in 1 District to
4,000 Site Supervisors (Mates) who will ensure that
the new measurement rules will be implemented.
Total additional income for these 160,000 families
per annum is 320 million INR.
By 31.03.2011, the awareness of the community on

Astha provided training to 4370 mates in 8 blocks of
four districts 1,70,451 families getting additional
income of around 340 million INR
Minimum wage rate in MNREGA has raise by Rs.
19 which will directly benefit to 64 lakhs families.
Awareness has been raised among community
through Mazdoor Haq yatra (15 days journey moved
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Furthermore, the awareness of the community on
NREGA rules and regulation will be there.

NREGA rules and regulation will be there.

in all divisions of Rajasthan),
47 days long
Satyagarh Campaign at state level for, initiate state
and
district
level
dialogue
on
NREGA
implementation, social audit foot marches, getting
receipts for job applications, people are demanding
for job cards and work, demanding receipts etc.

4. By 31.03.2012, the Association of Elected

By 31.03.2011, the Association of Elected Women

The Association of Elected Women Representative

Women Representative (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch
Sangathan) will expand from 14 to 20 Districts and
the membership will be at least 4,000 elected
women. These women will be trained and they will
function independently, with less or no interference
from husband/family. Out of the existing 3,000
Elected Women Representatives, 200 will have
contested elections on reserved as well as
unreserved seats with a focus on Sarpanch and
Wardpanch in the Panchayat areas where the LSG
Resource unit works.

Representative (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch
Sangathan) will expand from 14 to 16 Districts and
the membership will be at least 1,400 elected
women. Out of the existing 3,000 Elected Women
Representatives, 200 will have contested elections
on reserved as well as unreserved seats with a
focus on Sarpanch and Wardpanch in the
Panchayat areas where the LSG Resource unit
works.

(Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangathan) has expanded
in 66 blocks (of 18 districts) and the membership is
3735 elected women. Out of the existing elected
489 women in Rajasthan (147 women in district
Rajsamand) have contested in the election on
reserved as well as unreserved seats.

5. By 31.03.2012, Women will claim their rights from
family, society and government to ensure their right
to a life of respect and dignity by taking up: (a) 150
cases of land and property rights of single women
out of which at least 100 will be solved in favour of
the single woman; (b) At least 600 cases of VAW
will be taken up out of which around 550 will get
justice (settlement in favour of the women); (c) At
least 20 Block Committee member per block

By 31.03.2011, women will claim their rights from
family, society and government to ensure their right
to a life of respect and dignity by taking up: (a) 100
cases of land and property rights of single women
out of which at least 50 will be solved in favour of
the single woman; (b) At least 300 cases of VAW
will be taken up out of which around 200 will get
justice (settlement in favour of the women); (c) At
least 20 Block Committee members per block

a) 112 cases of land and property rights of single
women out of which 86 were solved in favour of the
single woman; b) 212 cases of VAW were taken up
out of which 138 were settled in favour of the
women, in addition 190 cases were registered with
police; (c) Total 2016 members (average 18 Block
Committee members per block associative) who are
widows will have broken traditional customs laid on
widows (participation in the ceremonies of their

associative who are widows will have broken

associative who are widows will have broken

children’s marriage, wearing colourful clothes,
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traditional customs laid on widows (participation in
traditional customs laid on widows (participation in
wearing bangles, bindi etc.).
the ceremonies of their children’s marriage, wearing the ceremonies of their children’s marriage, wearing
colourful clothes, wearing bangles, bindi etc.).
colourful clothes, wearing bangles, bindi etc.).
6. By 31.03.2011, the RWF will be further
strengthened to training and increased membership
of 600 women bringing the total to 6,600. This will
result in (a) women’s courts will be established at 4

RWF has membership of 6244. A) process of
establishing the women court has started to take up

7. By 31.03.2012, the AMJS will be further
strengthened to training and increased membership
of 1,000 women bringing the total to 6,000. This
samiti has formed a Tribal Social Reform Forum in
their area comprising of both men and women to
bring about changes in customs (bride price, liquor
consumption during social functions, reduced
expenditure on death feast) that need changes.

7. By 31.03.2011, the AMJS will be further
strengthened to training and increased membership
of 300 women bringing the total to 5,700. This samiti
has formed a Tribal Social Reform Forum in their
area comprising of both men and women to bring
about changes in customs (bride price, liquor
consumption during social functions, and reduced
expenditure on death feast) that need changes.

AMJS membership has increased this year at
present it is 5983 (in compare to 5703 last year).
The social reform committee has settled 85 cases
out of 105 cases presented before the committee
and took help of the police in solving 16 cases of
loan from moneylenders.

8. By 31.03.2012, 600 leaders (150 PO leaders and
450 elected representatives) will be functionally
literate (able to read and write).

8. By 31.03.2011, 200 leaders (50 PO leaders and
150 elected representatives) will be functionally
literate (able to read and write).

100 leaders were enrolled for the literacy
condensed course out of 18 have acquired the
highest level of competency (read and write small
stories,
letters
etc,
addition,
subtraction,
multiplication and division etc.); 26 people reached

6. By 31.03.2012, the RWF will be further
strengthened to training and increased membership
of 1,000 women bringing the total to 7,000. This will
result in (a) A women’s court will be established at
District level to take up VAW cases; (b) legal
support and counselling will be provided for 600
women in the whole district; (c) At least 50% of the
families of women (216) in leadership positions in
the forum in whose families marriages are to be
performed will not perform child marriages (girls
below 18 and boys below 21) .

VAW cases b) ; 204 cases were registered and
provided legal support; c) 54 child marriages were
Block levels to take up VAW cases; (b) legal support stopped with the help of caste pundits and 100
‘Oath” certificates were filled up by the leaders/
and counselling will be provided for 400 women in
members promising not to perform child marriage
the whole district and 50% of these cases will be
settled in favour of the women; (c) At least 50% of
(girls below 18 and boys below 21).
the families of women (216) in leadership positions
in the forum in whose families marriages are to be
performed will not perform child marriages (girls
below 18 and boys below 21).
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medium level and 52 are still at a very basic level
(identify alphabets, numbers till 100 write own name
etc)
Training for educators was organised, they will
further literate 100 elected women representatives.
9. By 31.03.2012, work with 30 village government
primary schools (15 in Kotra and 15 in Gordwad),
strengthening the village education committees and
supplementing the education of the children,

9. By 31.03.2011, work with 30 village government
primary schools (15 in Kotra and 15 in Gordwad)

Astha’s People’s Education and Cultural Resource
Unit has continued interventions in 30 government

has started. The experiences of the first year will be
documented.

schools (15 each in Kotra and Bali block). These
interventions include – supplementary support to the
education system (organizing classes after school
hours, organizing creativity workshops, tribal
children’s fair etc).

10. By 31.03.2011, through condensed 7 months
residential course, primary education will be
provided to 100 Adivasi girls (50 from Jarga and 50
from Kotra) in the age group 9-14 who have never
been to school or have dropped out within a year or
two will lead to: (a) 70 of them gain the
competencies of fifth class pass who can
subsequently be mainstreamed in class six; and (b)
the other 30 will also benefit.

Two camps (one Kotra and one in Jarga area) of 7
months residential were organized with 101 tribal
girls. Out of these a) 57 cleared class five level
evaluation (which was taken by government
teachers) and, b) 40 cleared evaluations for class
three (7 were absent). Almost all of the 101 girls
enrolled in the camps are able to speak out in
groups with confidence but the level of confidence
varies. 347 children were enrolled in the school in
Kotra area.

through summer camps to ensure that primary
school children will not drop out and have an access
to quality education. In working towards the overall
outcome of improved primary schools in tribal areas
of Rajasthan, by 31.03.2012 Astha will have an
analytical report of some ways that are effective in
improving the quality of education and curbing
drops.
10. By 31.03.2012, through condensed 7 months
residential course, primary education will be
provided to 300 Adivasi girls (150 from Jarga and
150 from Kotra) in the age group 9-14 who have
never been to school or have dropped out within a
year or two will lead to: (a) 210 of them gain the
competencies of fifth class pass who can
subsequently be mainstreamed in class six; and (b)
the other 90 will also benefit.
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11. By 31.03.2012, the rules and sub-rules of the
PESA Act will be formulated with inputs from Astha.
In total 175 new Tribal Self Rule (TSR) villages will
be declared, together with the existing 250 this will
add up to 425 TSR villages..

11. By 31.03.2011, in total 60 new Tribal Self Rule
(TSR) villages will be declared; together with the
existing 250 this will add up to 310 TSR villages.

317 Tribal Self Rule (TSR) villages declared
themselves as village republics; 13, 239,65

12. By 31.03.2012, the Adivasi Vikas Manch and the 12. By 31.03.2011, the Adivasi Vikas Manch and the The Adivasi Vikas Manch has raised more than 50%
Rajasamand Women’s Forum will raise 50% of their Rajasamand Women’s Forum will raise 25% of their and the Rajsamand Women’s Forum raised more
program funds directly.

program funds directly.

than 25% of their program fund directly (through
registered support society).

13. By 31.03.2012, in total 54 PDS shops (20 in 4
blocks of Rajasamand District, 20 in Gordwad Area
and 14 in Vagad Area) will be functioning properly:
Signboard outside the shop, fair price, sufficient
stock, good quality, shop is open regularly and
frequently, shop opening hours are clearly indicated
and followed, fair distribution.

13. By 31.03.2011, in total 36 PDS shops will be
functioning properly: Signboard outside the shop,
fair price, sufficient stock, good quality, shop is open
regularly and frequently, shop opening hours are
clearly indicated and followed, fair distribution.

48 PDS shops were monitored by the People’s
Organization, where improvement can be seen in
the form of regular opening of shops, ration dealers
are putting sign board outside the shop, proper
distribution of commodities (wheat, sugar, kerosene
etc) 6,4,8,15,13,

14. By 31.03.2010 the Women’s Rights and Gender
Resource Unit and Tribal Rights Resource Unit will
be in place and fully functional and outcomes for
31.03.2012 will have been formulated.

14. By 31.03.2010 the Women’s Rights and Gender
Resource Unit and Tribal Rights Resource Unit will
be in place and fully functional and outcomes for
31.03.2012 will have been formulated.

The Women’s Rights Resource Unit and Tribal
Rights Resource Unit have started since April 2009
and fully functional. They have played an important
role in evolution of National Forum for Single
Women and Tribal Rights Forum.

15. By 31.03.2012, the leadership of the People’s
Organisations with whom Astha works will be
expanded (increase in number of leaders) and
strengthened.

15. By 31.03.2011, the leadership of the People’s
Organisations with whom Astha works will be
expanded (increase in number of leaders) and
strengthened.

Leadership of the People’s Organisations
strengthened with the help of capacity building
events throughout the year.
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8.0 LEARNING – CHALLENGES, RISKS AND GAPS
The above points highlight some of the major achievements of the People’s Organizations
and Resource Units in last 4 years. Along with the achievements, there are always some
challenges, and these are as follows:
•

The impact of globalization has deepened in last 5 years. However, the world economic
problems that have come to light in September/ October 2008 have left the world
economy in shambles – and the future for India’s poor is as yet uncertain.

•

The Indian Government is increasingly giving the basic facilities such as education,
health, and food security into the hands of the Private Sector.

•

The gap between the rich and the poor is ever increasing. New situations are coming up
due to market-oriented policies.

•

There is a trend of non-implementation of the pro-poor people policies. One example is
the newly enacted Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition
of Forest Rights) Act 2006. Although, there are clear provisions in the Act about giving
rights to individual as well as to the community. The Administration somehow issued
individual land rights papers but when it comes to community rights they are not
considering at all. The reason behind it is that the Forest Department don't want to leave
the holding on the resource of Forest area.

•

This is exactly what is happening with the NREGA, of which the Social Audit is an
essential part. The government doesn’t extend any support for the smooth processing of
Social Audit of NREGA; it even pulls back its responsibility for taking safety measures for
the Audit team in sensitive areas. There is a clear lack of interest in formulating Rules,
and organizing the Gram Sabhas under PESA Act in Schedule V tribal areas.

•

Some/ Many of the government politicians are not ready to work on the actual and real
issues and problems of the people.

•

Continuing existence of the feudal mentality (some people are “high” and some are
“low”). This mentality in the society suppresses tribals and Dalits. Patriarchy remains the
dominant cultural paradigm too!

•

People’s Organizations are facing challenges due to local politics, market forces and
exploitation. Some POs combated these challenges and successfully moved forward,
but one PO faced extreme problems and these became obstacles in the overall
developmental process.

•

The sustainability of leadership within the POs. When the leaders get political offers,
they are lured away and quit the POs. There is also a challenge around the preparation
of second line leadership in the POs. There is also a challenge of preparing strong and
able women leaders, without which, the struggles and action will not be successful. Not
only the leaders, but also the P.O. members face the challenge that political parties want
to use the mass base of the POs for their own interests.
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•

Tribal Rights Forum was come into existence to take up the issues of tribals at the
Rajasthan level and similarly, a National Forum for Single Women’s Rights was
established on the issues of widows, separated and other single women. Therefore,
results are coming out due to Astha’s role at the state and national level.

•

Initially in 2004, when Resource Units were established and the senior staff members
(earlier who were working with the People's Organizations) felt uncomfortable, “oh, our
strength is with the people. What will we do?” But soon we understood that there were
other issues, and that our experience was useful in other parts of Rajasthan, and of
India.

•

Some social customs and practices such as excessive liquor consumption by men,
polygamy, taking compensation against murder (Motana) are some of the continuing
challenges before the POs, especially the women’s organizations. These customs and
social practices strengthen the roots of patriarchy and suppress the status of women, in
general.

•

Always, there is a need of strong advocacy efforts for good Act and implementation of
good Acts. Lack of coordination between state and central governments; and inertia
among the local Administration and elected representatives, slow down the process of
development.

•

With the good experience of state level dialogue on NREGA, district level dialogue also
started. This decentralization is proving powerful and provides a helpful platform for
problem solving. Social audit is a good process of transparency in NREGA works. it
need active initiation and strong capacity building, still people with vested interest
interrupt the process of social audit with the spirit.

•

Women’s leadership is a common problem in mixed People’s Organizations. There are
women leaders in good numbers at local levels, but few women took leadership at
district and state level.

•

Learnings from Organising and mobilising: Organising and mobilizing is a process of
building collective strength of people for challenging the exploitative, systematic power
structures and demanding governance accountability. It is used as means for attaining
greater bargaining power and moving towards larger goals or People’s empowerment,
human rights and social justice and is not an end in itself.

Astha’s strategy is of organising around the issue base work. 7 mass membership based
People’s Organisations have been formed with experience of last 24 years. These are
working on own local issue as well as the broad issues affecting them. Astha’s role has
changed with due course of time, initially Astha did efforts to mobilise and organise people at
grass root level and now playing role of facilitator. These POs will sustain the process of
mobilising and organising. Astha’s role has broaden at grass root level as well as at state and
national level in training, campaigning, advocacy and networking with other POs/ CSOs.
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Addition No.2

Risk Reduction and Control

Risks

The Situation as of the end of March 2011

Principle

Government Policies (the Forest Rights Act and PESA) and schemes will not

Risk#1

be implemented properly due to opposition and inaction of vested interests
both within and outside the government
-

Astha, with the support of Member of Legislative Assembly and media has
raised the issue of the Forest Rights Act in the Rajasthan State Assembly,
which created pressure on the Departments and Administration at local level
(who were opposing the implementation of FRA). Claiming community rights
is a national level problem – many villages filed community rights claims but
department does not shown interest to give community rights.

-

State government opened a platform to discuss the issues related to
MNREGA – dialogue at state and district level.

-

The Rajasthan High Court intervenes in process of hearing of writ petition
and regular follow-up the case, the high court instruct state government/
departments for framing rules of PESA Act. This year government took
initiatives in this direction – host national level workshop on PESA Act, draft
rules were circulated for suggestions.

Principle

Astha will not receive the required amount to cover its planned activities for

Risk#2

the coming three years
The core donors agreed upon support the Astha core programme proposal for
next three years. Also, DanChurchAid (DCA) become core donor and programme
money for education innovations was raised from new agency – Axis Bank
Foundation. Also, Astha used corpus fund to meet out the matching grant for girls
education camps.

Principle

Local forces (government, police, shop keepers, caste/ community leaders)

Risk#3

will sabotage efforts to change customs.
The leaders and members of the People’s Organisation are able enough to cope
with the local dynamics e.g. sensitizing and involving caste pandits to stop child
marriages; sensitize police and administration to support the victims of violence
against women; changes in attitude with widow and separated women due to state
wide organizations etc.
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Principle

Astha will not successfully follow up on the following agreed upon

Risk#4

recommendations from the 2008 evaluation: Revising Board rules and
regulations, defining internal audit process drafting job description, internal
auditor and then hiring the internal auditor(s), Conflict of interest policy (e.g.
private use of Astha assets, salary grades approved by EC without
employees, staff cannot be involved with organizations that Astha will
support, rules around staff advances and time within they have to be
cleared, workers in the EC: if secretary is staff and president is member then
they hierarchy problem. Members of the same nuclear family cannot be part
of EC, purchases of goods from relatives’ stores. HR policy
- Revising Board rules and regulations: Discussed in the board to increase the
size of general body (This year one new members was added to general
body)
- Defining internal audit process, drafting job description of internal auditor and
then hiring the internal auditor: As per recommendation of evaluation repot Astha,

discussed

in

the

meeting

of

governing

board

(EC)

and

recommendation and appointed an internal auditor by signing mutual MoU;
Astha took suggestive corrective measures to improve the existing system.
Astha prepared accounts manual through consolidating the existing rules/
norms).
- Conflict of interest policy: Although, Astha has in practice the conflict of
interest policy since inception, it is deep rooted in the values and principles of
Astha that no staff/ EC member will personal use the assets of Astha; not to
purchase from the relatives’ shop; no members in EC from same nuclear
family; staff advances for programme need to be clear at the end of month
etc.
- HR Policy: Astha has clear-cut HR policy which includes staff recruitment
process (advertisement, inviting applications and selection); welfare of staff
(provision of provident fund, gratuity, medical, insurance etc); leaves (casual,
medical, prevailed leave, maternal leave), provision of welfare loans (food
grain, special loan); other than this Gender Policy (special facilities to women
staff member), Committee against Sexual Harassment (CASH)/ policy in
place. Two days workshop was organised to deepen the understanding on
the policy and CASH policy document prepared (both in Hindi and English
language) with the help of legal expert.
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Appendix-2
NAME OF THE MEMBERS & OFFICE BEARERS OF ELECTED EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Sr.No.

Name

Designation

1.

Sh. B.L. Mantri

President

2.

Sh. Ashwani Paliwal

Secretary

3.

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Member

4.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava,

Member

5.

Sh. R.D. Vyas

Member

6.

Sh. Abdul Rashid,

Member

7.

Smt. Shiraz Bulsara,

Member

NAME OF THE GENERAL BODY MEMBERS
Sr.No.

Name

Designation

1.

Sh. B.L. Mantri

President

2.

Sh. Ashwani Paliwal

Secretary

3.

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Member

4.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava,

Member

5.

Smt. Shiraz Bulsara,

Member

6.

Ms. Anita Mathur

Member

7.

Mrs. Sunita Dhar

Member

8.

Sh. M.D. Mistry,

Member

9.

Sh. R.D. Vyas

Member

10 .

Sh. Nand Lal Pande,

Member

11.

Sh. Abdul Rashid,

Member

12.

Sh. Avdhesh Kaushal

Member

13.

Ms. Madhu Sarin

Member

14.

Ms. Sofia Khan

Member
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Appendix-3
List of Staff Members

Udaipur Central Office Administration
1
Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Coordinating Director

2

Smt. Sharda Jain

Accounts & Finance Coordinator

3

Sh. Vinod Lasod

PME work and Assistant to CD

4

Sh. Ramesh Paliwal

Administrative Coordinator

5

Smt. Amita Bhati

Senior Accounts Clerk

6

Mohammed Imran Shaikh

Computer Operator

7

Sh. Manglesh Joshi

Accounts Clerk

8

Sh. Raj Kumar Jalora

Computer Operator

9

Sh. Jitendra Agrawal

Accounts Clerk

10

Sh. Manzoor Khan

Accounts Clerk

11

Sh. Mirza Sadaqat Beig

Multipurpose

12

Sh. Ganesh Lal Gacha

Multipurpose

13

Sh. Ganpat Singh

Multipurpose

14

Sh. Puree Lal Dangi

Multipurpose (Night)

Astha Training Centre
15

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Training Centre Manager

16

Sh. Babu Lal Paliwal

Cook

17

Sh. Bheru Lal Dangi

Multipurpose

18

Sh. Rajesh Paliwal

Multipurpose

19

Sh. Manohar Singh

Multipurpose (Night)

Tribal Development Forum, Kotra
20

Sh. Raghuveer Singh

Programme Organiser

21

Sh. Lehar Singh

Multipurpose

22

Sh. Kanti Lal Bhoi

Accounts Clerk

23

Sh. Ramesh Bhatnagar

Programme Organiser

Association of Vagad Labours & Farmers
24

Sh. Man Singh Sisodia

Field Coordinator

25

Sh. Prem Shankar Paliwal

Accounts Clerk

26

Sh. Ramesh Nagda

Programme Organiser

Jarga Area Development, Kumbalgarh
27

Sh. Ramesh Chandra Meena

Programme Organiser

Gordwad Tribal Association, Bali
28

Sh. Wagataram Devasi

Programme Organiser

Rajsamand Women's Forum, Rajsamand
29

Smt. Shakuntala Pamecha

Coordinator

Tribal Women's Awareness Society, Jhadol
30

Miss Geeta Gadhavi

Programme Organiser

Tribal Rights Resource Unit
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31

Sh. Raghav Dutt Vyas

Senior Programme Coordinator

32

Sh. Chandan Jain

Senior Programme Coordinator

33

Sh. Bharat Shrimali

Programme Organiser

Local Self Governance Resource Unit
34

Sh. Ashwani Kumar Paliwal

Senior Programme Coordinator

35

Miss Girija Swami

Programme Organiser

36

Mrs. Dhanishtha Shrimali

Programme Organiser

37

Mr. Sahiram

Programme Organiser

Documentation Support Unit
38

Sh. Rajendra Kumar Hiloria

Tech. Asst. & Photographer

39

Sh. Vishnu Joshi

Asst. Doc Centre

People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit
40

Sh. Hariom Sony

Programme Coordinator

41

Sh. Sohan Lal Gameti

Programme Organiser

42

Sh. Bhawani Shankar Paliwal

Programme Organiser

43

Sh. Magan Lal

Programme Organiser

44

Miss Neelima Surin

Programme Organiser

Livelihood Resource Unit
45

Sh. Shayam Lal Purohit

Programme Coordinator

46

Sh. Mangi Lal Gurjar

Programme Organiser

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre
47

Sh. Nesar Ahmed

Senior Budget Analysist

48

Sh. Nagendra Singh

Budget Analysist

49

Sh. Mukesh Kumar Bansal

Budget Analysist

50

Sh. Sitaram

Office Assistant

51

Sh. Mahendra Singh Rao

Budget Analysist

Association of Strong Women Alone, Udaipur Cluster
53

Smt. Shanta Garg

Programme Organiser

54

Smt. Pawan Kumari

Programme Organiser

55

Miss Suman Rani

Programme Organiser

Association of Strong Women Alone, Kota Cluster
56

Smt. Chandrakala Sharma

Team Leader

57

Smt. Shabana Bano

Programme Organiser

58

Smt. Laxmi Iyer

Programme Organiser

59

Sh. Nathuram

Multipurpose

60

Miss Reena Sharma

Programme Organiser

61

Sh. Sanjay Suman

Accounts Clerk

62

Mrs. Krishnakanta Modi

Programme Organiser

Women's Right Resource Unit
63

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

Senior Programme Coordinator

64

Ms. Parul Chaudhary

Programme Organiser
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Organizational Chart of Astha Sansthan
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Appendix-5

District wise map of Rajasthan
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ASTHA SANSTHAN
Reg. Office

Field Office

Flat No.13-C, II Floor, Categary II,

39, Kharol Colony,

Vijay Mandal Enclave,

Udaipur – 313 004

New Delhi - 16

(Rajasthan)
Ph. +91 294 245 1348, 245 1391 (Telefax)
Email: astha39@bsnl.in, astha39@gmail.com
Web: www.astha.org
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